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Description 

BACKGROUND  OF  THE  INVENTION 

5  Field  of  the  Invention 

The  present  invention  relates  to  a  hot  strip  rolling  mill  system  and  rolling  method  by  which  small-scale  production 
of  hot  strips  can  be  realized  with  a  compact  structure  of  equipment. 

10  Description  of  the  Prior  Art 

As  described  in  "Recent  Hot  Strip  Manufacture  Techniques  in  Japan",  (published  by  Japan  Steel  Association, 
August  10,  1987),  p.  176  and  pp.  6-10,  for  example,  a  typical  hot  steel  plate  rolling  mill  system  (hereinafter  referred  to 
as  "hot  strip  mill")  is  large-scaled  such  that  a  slab  of  200  t  is  rolled  by  one  or  a  plurality  of  rough  rolling  mills  into  a  bar 

15  with  a  thickness  of  20  to  40  mm,  which  bar  is  then  rolled  by  tandem  finish  rolling  mills  comprised  of  6  to  7  stands.  Such 
a  hot  strip  mill  provides  a  yield  of  3  to  4  million  tons/year  and  is  adapted  for  mass  production.  A  4-high  mill  of  work  roll 
driving  type  is  employed  as  each  of  the  rough  rolling  mills,  and  a  4-high  or  6-high  mill  of  work  roll  driving  type  is 
employed  as  each  of  the  finish  rolling  mills. 

Although  a  steel  plate  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  a  "slab")  fed  to  the  rough  rolling  mill  is  generally  of  about  200  mm 
20  thick,  there  also  is  seen  a  slab  of  about  50  mm  thick  due  to  recent  development  of  a  thin  slab  continuous  casting 

method.  In  the  latter  case,  rough  rolling  mills  become  unnecessary  and  the  hot  strip  mill  is  constituted  solely  by  a  group 
of  finish  rolling  mills. 

On  the  other  hand,  known  as  being  of  small-scale  production  type  is  the  so-called  Steckel  mill  comprising  one 
reversible  rough  mill  and  a  reversible  mill  provided  with  furnace  coilers  upstream  and  downstream  thereof,  as 

25  described,  for  example,  in  "Hitachi  Review  Vol.  70,  No.  6",  (June  25,  1988),  pp.  67-72.  The  Steckel  mill  accompanies  a 
disadvantage  that  holding  the  strip  temperature  and  removing  surface  scale  are  difficult  to  achieve  at  the  same  time, 
but  it  has  been  widely  used  for  rolling  those  strips  such  as  stainless  steel  plates  which  are  less  likely  to  produce  scale. 

When  the  Steckel  mill  is  applied  to  plain  steel  strip  or  the  like,  strip  surface  scale  produced  in  the  coiler  furnaces 
must  be  removed  by  descaling  jet  water,  which  results  in  a  problem  of  lowering  the  strip  temperature. 

30  Since  product  quality  has  to  be  sacrificed  as  mentioned  above,  applications  of  products  are  limited  and  examples 
of  their  use  are  small  in  all  the  wide  world. 

The  current  typical  hot  strip  mill  is  of  mass  production  type  providing  a  yield  of  3  to  6  million  tons  per  year.  Hitherto, 
there  has  naturally  existed  a  demand  for  reducing  the  production  scale  and  also  reducing  the  equipment  size  corre- 
spondingly.  Recent  generation  of  iron  scraps  in  a  great  deal  of  amount  has  put  importance  on  recycling  of  those  scraps, 

35  and  such  a  concept  that  small-scale  hot  strip  mills  should  be  dispersedly  installed  for  conveniently  collecting  the  scraps 
rather  than  centralizing  large-scale  hot  strip  mills  has  prevailed  in  the  world.  Such  a  small-scale  hot  strip  mill  is  simply 
called  "mini  hot".  Thus,  needs  for  optimum  mini  hots  have  become  more  stronger.  Although  the  thin  slab  continuous 
casting  method  which  has  been  focused  recently  is  intended  for  a  mini  hot  by  eliminating  or  lessening  rough  rolling,  a 
group  of  finish  rolling  mills  is  still  employed  as  it  is  conventionally. 

40  In  the  JP-A  61-17301  is  disclosed  a  rolling  system  provided  in  a  upstream  stage  of  a  common  rolling  mill  housing 
with  a  first  rolling  mill  having  push  rolls  for  thrusting  a  slab  in  the  rolling  direction,  and  a  second  rolling  mill  including 
small  diameter  work  rolls  is  provided  in  a  downstream  stage  of  said  mill  housing.  The  first  and  second  rolling  mills  are 
so  arranged  to  shorten  the  distance  between  them  in  order  to  prevent  the  slab  from  cooling,  and  roller  guides  are  pro- 
vided  to  prevent  the  slab  from  buckling.  Further,  the  diameters  of  work  and  back-up  rolls  are  determined  in  view  of  a 

45  face  pressure  between  them. 
Further,  the  document  "Hitachi  Review",  vol.  37,  no.  4,  Aug.  1  988,  p.  1  75  to  1  81  ,  discloses  a  hot  rolling  mill  system 

containing  two  roughing  mills  designed  as  four-high  stands  as  well  as  a  finishing  rolling  mill  train  arranged  in  line  sub- 
sequently  thereto,  in  the  upstream  stage  of  which  a  first  type  of  rolling  mill,  namely  two  four-high  rolling  mills,  and  in  the 
downstream  stage  of  which  a  plurality  of  rolling  mills  of  a  second  type  of  stand  are  arranged,  namely  four  six-high  rolling 

so  mills. 
The  invention  is  to  innovate  such  a  group  of  finish  rolling  mills  and  realize  a  genuine  hot  mill  by  adopting  design 

which  is  beyond  the  common  knowledge  in  the  art.  An  annual  yield  required  for  a  mini  hot  is  generally  on  the  order  of 
one  million  tons,  and  this  level  of  annual  yield  can  be  sufficiently  realized  at  a  rolling  speed  of  about  240  m/minute  on 
the  delivery  side  of  a  hot  tandem.  In  a  typical  hot  strip  mill,  the  maximum  finish  rolling  speed  is  in  the  range  of  from  700 

55  to  1600  m/minute,  the  number  of  stands  is  so  many,  and  very  large  motor  power  is  required.  Low-speed  rolling  is  pref- 
erable  for  a  mini  hot,  but  there  have  been  technical  problems  in  realization  of  such  low-speed  rolling. 

The  present  invention  is  to  solve  the  above-mentioned  technical  problems,  and  its  object  is  to  provide  a  hot  strip 
rolling  mill  system  and  rolling  method  by  which  small-scale  production  of  hot  strips  can  be  realized  with  a  compact  struc- 
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ture  of  equipment. 
The  above  object  will  be  achieved  according  to  the  invention  by  the  features  of  claim  1  . 
The  hot  rolling  mill  system  is  provided  with  a  rough  rolling  mill  and  a  finish  rolling  mill  train  for  rolling  a  hot  material 

by  the  mills,  wherein  a  mill  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly  driven  is  disposed  in  an  upstream  stage 
5  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly  driven  by  back-up 

rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  at  least  a  downstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train. 
Alternatively,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  mill  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly 

driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  an  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  a  mill 
including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  at 

10  least  a  downstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train. 
Alternatively,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly 

driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  the  mill  disposed  in  the 
upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  is  so  constructed  as  to  thin  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material. 

Alternatively,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly 
15  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  an  end  thinning  device  for 

thinning  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material  is  disposed  on  the  entry  side  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train. 
Alternatively,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  2-high  mill  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly 

driven  is  disposed  in  an  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  the  2-high  mill  being  able  to  change  a  roll-to- 
roll  gap  by  making  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  crossed  each  other,  and  a  mill  including  small-  diameter  work  rolls  which 

20  are  indirectly  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  at  least  a  downstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish 
rolling  mill  train. 

Further,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  coiler  for  reeling  and  unreeling  a  bar  rolled  by  the  rough  rolling  mill  is 
provided  on  the  entry  side  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  or  a  mechanical  descaling  method  is  employed  as  descaling, 
or  an  edge  heater  or  a  bar  heater  is  provided  between  a  reeling/unreeling  device  and  a  descaling  device,  or  a  chock 

25  chattering  suppressing  device  is  provided  on  each  of  the  mills  constituting  the  finish  rolling  mill  train. 
Also,  to  achieve  the  above  object,  the  present  invention  provides  a  rolling  method  using  a  hot  rolling  mill  system 

comprising  a  rough  rolling  mill  and  a  finish  rolling  mill  train  for  rolling  a  hot  material  by  the  mills,  wherein  the  rolling  is 
carried  out  by  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  with  a  strong  draft  and  at  a  low  speed. 

Alternatively,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material  is  thinned  prior  to  start  of 
30  the  rolling  by  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  the  hot  material  is  then  rolled  by  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  with  a 

strong  draft  and  at  a  low  speed. 
Alternatively,  the  present  invention  provides  a  rolling  method  using  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  comprising  a  rough  roll- 

ing  mill  and  a  finish  rolling  mill  train  for  rolling  a  hot  material  by  the  mills,  wherein  mills  constituting  the  hot  finish  rolling 
mill  train  each  include  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls,  and 

35  when  the  hot  material  is  rolled  by  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  material  is  thinned  by  the 
mill  disposed  in  an  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  the  material  is  then  rolled  again  by  the  hot  finish 
rolling  mill  train  with  a  strong  draft  and  at  a  low  speed. 

The  steps  of  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material  by  the  mill  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the 
hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  comprises  opening  a  roll  gap  in  the  mill  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling 

40  mill  train  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be  larger  than  the  thickness  of  the  material,  passing  the  material  through  roll  biting  por- 
tions,  stopping  the  material  so  as  not  to  be  bitten  into  the  subsequent  mill,  and  withdrawing  the  material  to  the  entry  side 
of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  while  the  roll  gap  is  closed  or  a  certain  amount  of  draft  is  applied,  thereby  thinning  the 
leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material. 

Further,  when  the  material  is  withdrawn  to  the  entry  side  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  an  offset  of  the  work  rolls 
45  of  the  finish  rolling  mill  is  changed  over  to  the  entry  side. 

In  order  to  realize  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  suitable  for  producing  hot  strips  at  an  annual  yield  of  about  one  million 
tons  which  is  most  keenly  demanded  at  present,  finish  rolling  is  required  to  carry  out  a  low-speed  rolling. 

When  a  finish  rolling  is  carried  out  as  low-speed  rolling,  finish  temperatures  of  strips  are  lowered.  Therefore,  the 
finish  rolling  is  performed  with  a  strong  draft  and  the  number  of  stands  of  the  finish  rolling  is  reduced  so  as  to  prevent  a 

so  lowering  of  the  finish  temperature.  For  achieving  the  strong  draft,  the  diameters  of  work  rolls  are  decreased.  Corre- 
sponding  to  the  decrease  in  the  work  roll  diameter,  the  work  rolls  are  indirectly  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate 
rolls. 

In  other  words,  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly 
driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  a  train  of  finish  rolling  mills  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system.  With 

55  such  an  arrangement,  it  is  possible  to  achieve  a  strong  draft  by  the  small-size  mill,  perform  a  rolling  with  a  reduced 
number  of  stands  and  at  a  low  speed,  and  further  maintain  finish  temperatures  of  the  strips  at  a  desired  temperature. 

To  ensure  a  strip  biting  ability  of  the  mill  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  in  the  present  inven- 
tion,  a  mill  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly  driven  is  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  f  in- 
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ish  rolling  mill  train,  or  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or 
intermediate  rolls  is  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train.  Alternatively,  the  mill  including 
small-diameter  work  rolls  and  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  is  a  mill  which  is  so  con- 
structed  as  to  be  able  to  thin  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip.  Alternatively,  a  device  for  thinning  the  leading  end  portion 

5  of  a  hot  material  is  disposed  on  the  entry  side  of  the  hot  finishing  rolling  mill  train.  Further  alternatively,  a  2-high  mill 
including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly  driven  is  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling 
mill  train,  and  the  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  of  that  mill  are  crossed  each  other  to  enable  change  in  the  roll-to-roll  gap. 

In  the  case  where  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  is  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  roll- 
ing  mill  train,  it  becomes  possible  that  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material  is  thinned  by  the  mill  disposed  in  the 

10  upstream  stage  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  the  material  is  thereafter  rolled  again  by  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill 
train  with  a  strong  draft  and  at  a  low  speed. 

When  the  finish  rolling  is  carried  out  at  a  low  speed,  the  hot  material  is  left  on  the  entry  side  of  the  hot  finish  rolling 
mill  train  under  a  condition  held  in  contact  with  the  atmosphere  for  a  long  time  until  it  is  brought  into  the  finish  rolling. 
This  raises  a  fear  of  a  temperature  drop  of  the  hot  material  and  increase  in  the  amount  of  scale  produced. 

15  To  prevent  such  problem,  in  the  present  invention,  a  coiler  for  reeling  and  unreeling  a  bar  rolled  by  the  rough  rolling 
mill  is  provided  on  the  entry  side  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train.  By  so  reeling  up  the  bar  into  a  coil,  the  surface  area 
contacting  the  atmosphere  can  be  reduced  so  that  the  amount  of  heat  radiation  and  hence  the  amount  of  scale  pro- 
duced  can  be  suppressed.  Additionally,  the  coiler  is  provided  with  a  cover  for  preventing  heat  radiation  and  thus  given 
a  structure  capable  of  maximally  exhibiting  the  advantage  of  the  coiler. 

20  On  the  other  hand,  if  descaling  is  excessively  performed  with  too  much  attention  paid  to  the  scale,  the  temperature 
of  the  hot  material  would  be  so  lowered  as  to  cause  a  fear  that  the  strip  could  not  eventually  be  maintained  at  a  required 
temperature. 

Rather  than  the  conventional  descaling  method  using  water  jets,  the  present  invention  employs  mechanical  descal- 
ing  in  which  a  brush  roll  is  used  or  bending  is  utilized  to  cause  cracks  in  scale  to  make  the  descaling  performed  at  a 

25  reduced  temperature  drop.  Of  course,  such  mechanical  descaling  may  be  combined  with  the  conventional  descaling 
using  water  jets,  so  that  contribution  of  water  jets  is  alleviated  to  suppress  a  temperature  drop  of  the  hot  material.  In 
addition,  a  disk  type  grinder  using  CBN  grinding  grains,  which  has  recently  been  employed  in  online  grinder,  may  be 
disposed  as  a  descaling  means. 

Further,  the  temperature  at  the  edges  of  a  hot  material  is  apt  to  lower  than  that  in  its  central  portion  on  the  order  of 
30  30  to  40°C.  Also,  when  a  bar  rolled  by  a  rough  rolling  mill  is  reeled  up  into  a  coil,  the  temperature  at  the  outermost  layer 

of  the  coil  is  lower  than  that  in  its  inner  side  on  the  order  of  30  to  40°C. 
In  the  present  invention,  an  edge  heater  or  a  bar  heater  is  provided  between  the  reeling/unreeling  device  and  the 

descaler  to  keep  the  hot  material  in  a  uniform  temperature  condition. 
In  addition,  restraining  the  rolling  direction  of  rolls  is  most  effective  in  ensuring  proper  passage  of  the  strip  through 

35  a  mill.  Between  a  roll  chock  for  supporting  an  associated  roll  and  a  housing  for  supporting  the  roll  chock,  a  gap  ranging 
from  0.8  to  1  .5  mm  has  been  conventionally  left  to  avoid  a  problem  that  the  roll  chock  be  so  expanded  due  to  thermal 
expansion  as  to  disable  taking-out  of  the  roll  chock  from  the  housing  when  the  rolls  are  rearranged  or  replaced  after  a 
rolling.  With  the  presence  of  such  a  gap,  however,  the  rolls  are  caused  to  skew  when  a  strip  is  bitten  into  or  leaves  from 
between  the  rolls.  This  gives  rise  to  wedge  rolling  and/or  produces  a  zigzag  motion  or  drawing  of  the  strip,  whereby  an 

40  availability  factor  is  reduced  as  an  inevitable  result  of  shutdown  of  the  mill  or  rearrangement  or  replacement  of  the  rolls. 
In  the  present  invention,  a  chock  chattering  suppressing  device  for  holding  the  associated  roll  from  moving  horizon- 

tally  is  provided  to  eliminate  the  gap  between  the  chock  and  the  housing.  Accordingly,  movement  of  the  roll  in  the  rolling 
direction  is  prevented  to  maintain  such  a  roll  gap  as  providing  the  strip  with  symmetrical  crown. 

The  above  and  other  objects,  features  and  advantages-of  the  present  invention  will  become  more  apparent  from 
45  the  following  description  of  preferred  embodiments  of  the  inveniton  with  reference  to  the  accompanying  drawings. 

BRIEF  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  DRAWINGS 

Fig.  1  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  first  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 
so  Fig.  2  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  second  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 

Fig.  3  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  third  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  4  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  fourth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 
Figs.  5A  to  5D  are  explanatory  view  for  showing  a  practical  method  of  ensuring  a  strip  biting  ability  of  a  mill  including 
small-diameter  work  rolls; 

55  Fig.  6  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  as  No.  1  mill  in  a  finish  rolling  mill  train  and  a  control  block  diagram 
for  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip; 
Figs.  7A  to  7D  are  explanatory  views  for  showing  another  practical  method  of  ensuring  a  strip  biting  ability  in  a  mill 
including  small-diameter  work  rolls; 
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Fig.  8  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  mill  for  thinning  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip; 
Fig.  9  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  mill  for  thinning  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip; 
Fig.  10  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  fifth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  1  1  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  thinning  device  in  the  fifth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 

5  Fig.  12  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  sixth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  13  is  a  characteristic  graph  showing  the  relationship  between  a  work  roll  diameter  and  rolling  characteristics; 
Fig.  14  is  a  characteristic  graph  showing  the  relationship  between  the  number  of  stands  and  a  finish  temperature 
of  strips; 
Fig.  15  is  a  characteristic  graph  showing  the  relationship  between  the  number  of  stands  and  a  total  driving  power; 

10  Fig.  1  6  is  a  characteristic  graph  showing  the  relationship  between  a  required  torque  and  a  spindle  allowable  torque; 
Fig.  17  is  a  characteristic  graph  showing  the  coefficient  of  roll-to-roll  friction  in  the  circumferential  direction; 
Fig.  18  is  a  graph  showing  biting  characteristics  of  a  No.  1  stand  F-|  of  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train; 
Fig.  19  is  a  graph  showing  biting  characteristics  of  a  No.  2  stand  F2  of  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train; 
Fig.  20  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 

15  invention,  and  a  control  block  diagram  thereof; 
Fig.  21  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention; 
Fig.  22  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention; 

20  Fig.  23  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention; 
Fig.  24  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention; 
Fig.  25  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 

25  invention; 
Fig.  26  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  finish  rolling  mill  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention; 
Fig.  27  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  coil  box  and  a  descaling  device  which  are  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodi- 
ments  of  the  present  invention.; 

30  Fig.  28  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  coil  box  and  a  descaling  device  which  are  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodi- 
ments  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  29  is  a  schematic  view  for  explaining  details  of  a  descaling  device  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embod- 
iments  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  30  is  a  schematic  view  for  explaining  details  of  a  descaling  device  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embod- 

35  iments  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  31  is  a  schematic  view  for  explaining  details  of  a  descaling  device  which  is  applicable  to  the  first  to  sixth  embod- 
iments  of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  32  is  a  schematic  view  showing  an  induction  heater  for  heating  disposed  between  the  coil  box  and  the  descal- 
ing  device  in  the  first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present  invention; 

40  Fig.  33  is  a  schematic  view  showing  portions  between  finish  rolling  mills  in  prior  art; 
Fig.  34  is  a  schematic  view  showing  portions  between  the  finish  rolling  mills  according  to  the  first  to  sixth  embodi- 
ments  of  the  present  invention;  and 
Fig.  35  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  mill  provided  with  chattering  preventing  mechanisms  which  are  applicable  to  the 
first  to  sixth  embodiments  of  the  present  invention. 

45 
DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PREFERRED  EMBODIMENTS 

In  the  following,  prior  to  describing  embodiments  of  the  present  invention,  a  basic  concept  of  the  invention  will  be 
explained. 

so  The  present  invention  is  based  on  an  idea  of  using  small-diameter  work  rolls  in  a  train  of  finish  rolling  mills  of  a  hot 
rolling  mill  system  to  thereby  enable  rolling  to  be  carried  out  with  a  strong  draft  and  at  a  low  speed. 

To  concretely  show  the  above  matter,  various  characteristics  were  determined  through  theoretical  calculations 
under  conditions  below. 

55  Strip  thickness  on  the  finish  entry  side;  20  mm, 
Strip  width;  1300  mm, 
Finish  thickness;  2.0  mm, 
Rolling  speed;  240  m/minute 
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Strip  temperature  just  before  entrance  of  finish  mill;  920°C  (after  descaling) 
Diameter  of  work  roll;  300  to  800  mm 

The  calculations  were  made  by  assuming  the  number  of  finish  mill  stands  to  be  2,  3  and  5. 
Results  of  the  calculations  are  shown  in  Fig.  13. 
Note  that  a  reduction  rate  y  of  each  stand  was  set  as  shown  in  Table  1  below  depending  on  the  number  of  stands 

of  a  tandem  mill. 

25 
In  Fig.  13,  the  horizontal  axis  represents  a  work  roll  diameter  Dw  and  the  vertical  axis  represents  a  total  rolling 

power  N  (KW)  and  a  maximum  rolling  load  P  in  the  stands.  Additionally,  a  value  in  (  )  indicates  the  number  of  stands. 
It  is  seen  that  the  rolling  load  and  the  total  power  are  steeply  reduced  as  the  work  roll  diameter  becomes  smaller 

and  as  the  number  of  stands  is  increased. 
30  Fig.  14  shows  the  relationship  between  the  number  of  stands  and  the  finish  temperature  Td  of  strips.  As  seen,  with 

increase  in  the  number  of  stands,  Td  is  quickly  dropped  and  becomes  much  lower  than  900°C  which  is  needed  usually. 
It  is  therefore  necessary  to  increase  an  entry  side  temperature  or  a  rolling  speed.  Because  the  former  causes  an 
increase  in  heating  energy,  the  problem  must  be  overcome  by  increasing  the  rolling  speed.  To  meet  such  a  requirement, 
a  rolling  speed  Vd  must  be  increased  to  500  m/minute  as  shown  in  Fig.  14.  Accordingly,  a  driving  power  is  required  to 

35  be  doubled  and  hence  the  installation  cost  be  unduly  raised. 
On  the  other  hand,  if  it  is  attempted  to  reduce  the  number  of  stands  to  3  by  draft  strong  draft  on  an  assumption  that 

work  rolls  are  driven  as  with  the  prior  art,  a  large-size  rolling  mill  with  the  work  roll  diameter  of  about  800  mm  and  the 
rolling  load  of  4000  tons  •  f  would  be  required  and  the  driving  power  would  be  increased  40  %  or  more,  thereby  remark- 
ably  increasing  the  electric  power  elementary  unit  and  affecting  the  production  cost. 

40  There  is  only  one  way  of  solving  the  above  problem  and  this  is  to  reduce  the  work  roll  diameter  to  about  1/2  time  of 
the  conventional  diameter.  For  example,  comparing  electric  power  elementary  units  between  a  mill  which  has  5  stands 
and  uses  work  rolls  each  having  a  diameter  of  800  mm  and  a  mill  which  has  3  stands  and  uses  work  rolls  each  having 
a  diameter  of  400  mm,  both  values  are  almost  equal  to  each  other.  In  the  mill  having  5  stands,  however,  the  finish  tem- 
perature  Td  of  strips  is  too  lowered.  In  order  to  maintain  the  strip  temperature,  therefore,  the  rolling  speed  must  be 

45  increased  to  750  m/minute  which  requires  a  larger  equipment  power.  If  the  work  roll  diameter  is  made  smaller  than  400 
mm,  the  electric  power  elementary  unit  is  further  reduced. 

Meanwhile,  in  the  mill  using  small-diameter  work  rolls,  the  work  roll  driving  cannot  be  carried  out  from  the  stand- 
point  of  strength.  Fig.  16  shows  work  roll  diameters  at  which  the  work  roll  driving  can  be  carried  out  in  the  case  of  3 
stands.  In  Fig.  16,  "Tasp"  indicates  the  limit  of  the  region  where  the  work  roll  driving  can  be  done. 

so  The  limits  in  the  work  roll  diameter  are  about  780  mm  for  No.  1  stand  F1  in  a  train  of  finish  rolling  mills,  about  570 
mm  for  F2,  and  about  380  mm  for  F3.  With  this  system,  however,  preparing  three  kinds  of  rolls  for  the  finish  rolling  mills 
is  inconvenient,  back-up  rolls  are  also  eventually  selected  to  have  a  large  diameter  determined  for  Fi  ,  and  hence  an 
equipment  cost  cannot  be  cut  down  satisfactorily.  The  system  approaches  an  ideal  one  if  work  rolls  each  having  a 
smaller  diameter  on  the  order  of  300  mm  can  be  used  for  all  the  stands.  To  this  end,  it  is  required  to  cease  driving  of 

55  work  rolls  and  drive  intermediate  rolls  or  back-up  rolls.  The  latter  driving  method  has  been  carried  out  in  many  cases 
for  cold  rolling,  but  has  not  been  practiced  for  hot  rolling  except  special  cases.  This  is  because  a  problem  in  biting  strips 
arises  in  an  indirect  driving  system  for  hot  rolling  in  which  intermediate  rolls  or  back-up  rolls  are  driven. 

The  aforesaid  special  cases  are  a  3-high  mill  and  a  planetary  mill.  In  the  3-high  mill,  one  of  two  work  rolls  is  directly 
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driven  and  the  other  is  indirectly  driven  by  a  back-up  roll.  The  work  rolls  are  each  of  a  relatively  large  diameter.  Since 
the  back-up  roll  becomes  a  work  roll  in  subsequent  rolling,  it  cannot  be  so  large  as  a  back-up  roll  of  a  4-high  mill  and, 
therefore,  the  draft  is  light.  Thus,  such  a  3-high  mill  is  not  regarded  as  an  example  in  which  each  of  work  rolls  has  a 
small  diameter  and  is  effective  to  provide  strong  draft.  In  a  planetary  mill,  twenty  small-diameter  work  rolls,  more  or  less, 
are  arranged  around  a  back-up  roll  and  revolved  about  the  same  to  carry  out  rolling.  Since  a  reduction  rate  per  work  roll 
is  very  small,  such  a  planetary  mill  cannot  be  referred  to  realize  a  mill  in  which  strong  draft  is  performed  by  one  work 
roll.  Rolling  conditions  for  such  an  indirect  driving  system  that  work  rolls  are  driven  by  intermediate  rolls  or  back-up  rolls 
are  determined  by  the  following  two  factors. 

(1)  Strip  biting  conditions 

Work  r o l l   d r i v i n g   Ahg  =  y2R  -  p / k  

I n d i r e c t   d r i v i n g   Ahg  =  u.r2r  -  p / k  

(on  a s s u m p t i o n   of  ur  <  y )  

\   
. . .   (Eq.   1 )  

(2)  Rolling  implementing  conditions  after  biting 

Work  r o l l   d r i v i n g   AhY  =  4y2R  "j 
?-  . . .   (  Eq  .  2  ) 

I n d i r e c t   d r i v i n g   AhY  =  4 u r 2 r   J 

In  Equations  1  and  2,  Ahg  is  the  maximum  reduction  rate  determined  by  limitations  in  biting,  n  is  the  coefficient  of 
friction  between  a  strip  and  a  work  roll,  nR  is  the  coefficient  of  friction  between  a  work  roll  and  a  roll  held  in  contact  with 
the  work  roll,  P  is  a  rolling  load,  K  is  the  spring  constant  of  the  rolling  mill,  and  R  is  a  radius  of  the  work  roll.  Also,  Ahy  is 
a  reduction  rate  by  which  the  strip  can  be  rolled  after  it  has  been  bitten  by  the  rolls.  From  Equations  1  and  2,  the  follow- 
ing  can  be  said. 

(1)  Both  Ahg  and  Ahy  become  larger  as  the  radius  of  the  work  roll  is  increased. 
For  Ahg,  an  increase  in  R  makes  the  rolling  load  larger  and  also  a  subtractive  value  larger,  but  it  is  increased 

as  a  whole. 
(2)  Ahy  is  as  large  as  at  least  4  times  of  Ahg.  Accordingly,  the  reduction  rate  is  restricted  by  the  biting  condition. 

The  value  of  n  is  varied  depending  on  the  strip  temperature,  the  roll  surface  condition,  the  roll  hardness,  the 
rolling  speed,  etc.  and  generally  about  0.3. 

The  reason  why  large-size  work  rolls  have  been  used  with  the  work  roll  driving  type  in  the  past  is  as  follows. 

(1)  Work  rolls  must  be  large  in  diameter  for  ensuring  a  biting  ability. 
(2)  In  the  case  of  indirect  driving,  mill  performance  is  limited  by  the  coefficient  of  roll-to-roll  friction  nR,  and  a  possi- 
bility  of  roll-to-roll  slip  has  existed  because  characteristics  of  the  coefficient  of  friction  have  not  yet  been  clear.  By 
employing  large-diameter  work  rolls,  however,  it  is  possible  to  drive  the  work  rolls  and  assure  a  biting  ability. 

Provided  that  one  follows  the  above  concept,  an  ideal  mini  hot  cannot  be  realized  in  which  a  mill  using  small-  diam- 
eter  work  rolls  so  as  to  obtain  strong  draft  and  low-speed  rolling  is  disposed  in  a  train  of  finish  rolling  mills  of  a  hot  rolling 
mill  system,  as  pointed  out  above. 
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Hereinafter,  preferred  embodiments  of  the  present  invention  will  be  described  with  reference  to  the  drawings. 
Fig.  1  is  a  schematic  illustration  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  first  embodiment  of  the  present  invention.  A 

slab  having  a  thickness  of  about  200  mm  and  delivered  from  a  heating  furnace  1  is  conveyed  by  a  table  roller  2  and  then 
rolled  by  a  rough  rolling  mill  train  22  comprised  of  rough  rolling  mills  3,  4,  5  while  the  slab  is  adjusted  in  width  by  edgers 

5  6a,  6b,  6c  and  becomes  a  bar  with  a  thickness  of  about  20  mm.  The  bar  is  cropped  at  its  leading  and  trailing  end  por- 
tions  by  a  flying  shear  8  and  thereafter  reeled  up  in  a  coil  box  9.  The  coiled  bar  is  then  reeled  out  from  a  coil  unreeling 
position  10  and  fed  to  a  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  after  oxide  scale  deposited  on  the  bar  surfaces  is  stripped  off  by  a  des- 
caling  device  1  1  . 

For  surely  providing  upstream  mills  with  a  biting  ability,  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  includes,  in  two  upstream 
10  stages,  mills  12,  13  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly  driven. 

While  the  two  2-high  mills  12,  13  are  disposed  in  the  illustrated  embodiment,  each  2-high  mill  maybe  replaced  with 
a  4-high  mill  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly  driven.  Further,  the  number  of  2-high  or  4-high  mills 
disposed  in  upstream  stages  may  be  one. 

In  middle  and  downstream  stages  of  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23,  there  are  disposed  mills  1  4,  1  5,  1  6  each  including 
15  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls.  These  mills  14,  15,  16  roll  the  bar  with 

a  strong  draft  and  at  a  low  speed. 
In  the  case  of  a  4  ft.  mill  (i.e.,  a  mill  for  rolling  a  strip  of  4  feet  width),  each  of  the  finish  rolling  mills  is  constituted  by 

a  4-high  or  6-high  mill  in  which  each  work  roll  has  a  small  diameter  in  the  range  of  from  about  300  to  400  mm  and  is 
driven  by  an  intermediate  roll. 

20  The  strip  on  which  finish  rolling  has  been  completed  is  cooled  by  water  in  a  cooling  device  1  7,  fed  by  pinch  rolls  1  8 
and  then  reeled  up  by  a  coiler  19  with  the  aid  of  a  chain  type  belt  trapper  21  .  After  completion  of  the  reeling,  the  coiled 
strip  is  carried  out  by  a  coil  car  20. 

Although  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  1  has  been  described  as  rolling  the  slab  delivered  from  the  heating  furnace 
1  ,  the  present  invention  is  not  limited  thereto,  but  may  be  directly  coupled  with  a  continuous  casting  machine. 

25  This  equally  applies  to  any  of  embodiments  described  below. 
In  the  above  description  of  this  embodiment,  diameters  of  work  rolls  used  in  the  mills  have  been  classified  into 

large-  and  small-diameters.  To  explain  it  more  specifically,  the  large-diameter  work  roll  usually  means  one  which  has  a 
diameter  in  the  range  of  from  600  to  900  mm.  In  this  embodiment,  however,  it  means  a  roll  which  has  a  diameter  not 
less  than  450  mm  (this  equally  applies  to  any  of  the  embodiments  described  below). 

30  Also,  the  small-diameter  work  roll  usually  means  one  which  has  such  a  diameter  as  to  disable  direct  driving  of  the 
work  roll,  as  explained  before;  e.g.,  one  having  a  diameter  of  a  value  at  which  a  ratio  Dw/B  of  the  work  roll  diameter  Dw 
to  the  strip  width  B  is  about  0.3  or  less.  In  this  embodiment,  it  means  one  which  has  a  diameter  not  more  than  450  mm 
(this  equally  applies  to  any  of  the  embodiments  described  below). 

A  hot  rolling  mill  system  of  a  second  embodiment  of  the  present  invention  will  be  described  below  with  reference  to 
35  Fig.  2.  In  this  embodiment,  a  slab  cast  by  a  continuous  casting  machine  87  is  directly  connected  to  the  hot  rolling  mill 

system. 
In  Fig.  2,  the  upstream  mills  12,  13  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  of  the  hot  rolling  mill  system  described  above 

with  reference  to  Fig.  1  are  replaced  by  mills  24,  25  each  including  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  driven  by  back- 
up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls.  This  arrangement  is  to  also  surely  provide  those  upstream  mills  with  a  biting  ability. 

40  Fig.  3  shows  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  of  a  third  embodiment  of  the  present  invention.  The  upstream  mills  12,  13  in 
the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  of  the  hot  rolling  mill  system  described  above  with  reference  to  Fig.  1  are  replaced  by  2- 
high  mills  26,  27  each  including  upper  and  lower  large-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  directly  driven  and  also  crossed 
each  other. 

In  any  of  the  above-described  embodiments  shown  in  Figs.  1  to  3,  the  work  rolls  of  the  upstream  mills  in  the  finish 
45  rolling  mill  train  23  are  selected  to  be  large  in  diameter  to  enable  self-biting  as  in  the  prior  art.  In  the  case  where  the 

strip  thickness  becomes  smaller  than  aforesaid  n2R  in  the  mill  at  any  subsequent  stand,  those  stands  downstream  of 
the  relevant  stand  are  each  constituted  by  a  mill  having  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  indirectly  driven. 

In  order  to  enable  even  the  small-diameter  work  rolls  to  meet  the  biting  condition  for  the  upstream  mills  in  the  finish 
rolling  mill  train,  a  value  of  nR  will  be  confirmed  by  an  experiment  and  how  to  enable  small-diameter  work  rolls  of  indirect 

so  driving  type  to  be  employed  will  be  described  below. 
Fig.  17  shows  experimental  values  of  the  coefficient  of  roll-to-roll  friction  nR.  In  the  experiment,  only  cooling  water 

was  supplied  between  the  rolls.  nR  is  increased  at  a  greater  roll-to-roll  slippage  S  and  reaches  about  0.3  at  S  =  1  %. 
Here,  S  is  defined  by  Equation  3  below. 

55  VD-VF S  =  —  -  x  100  %  (Eq.  3) 
VD 
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In  Equation  3,  VD  is  a  circumferential  speed  of  a  drive  roll  and  VF  is  a  circumferential  speed  of  a  driven  roll,  i.e.,  a 
work  roll.  The  larger  slippage  S  increases  nR,  but  an  excessive  value  of  the  latter  will  cause  wears  in  the  rolls  and  a  loss 
of  energy.  Therefore,  if  S  is  held  at  about  0.2  %  during  the  rolling  and  at  about  0.4  %  at  the  time  of  biting,  nR  becomes 
about  0.17  during  the  rolling  and  about  0.22  at  the  time  of  biting. 

On  the  above  conditions,  the  following  Equations  4  and  5  are  derived  from  Equations  1  and  2. 

Ahg  =0.222R-  P/K  (Eq.  4) 

Ahy  =  4x0.172R  =  0.116R  (Eq.  5) 

By  way  of  example,  where  the  work  roll  diameter  is  300  mm  and  the  rolling  schedule  in  Table  1  is  employed  with 
the  tandem  number  set  to  3,  the  following  values  are  obtained  for  F-|  on  condition  of  P  =  1  800  tf  and  K  =  360  tf/mm  (esti- 
mated): 

Ahg  =  0.222  x  150  -  1800/360  =  7-5  =  2  (mm) 

P  is  lowered  in  practice  and,  hence,  the  resulting  value  becomes  larger  than  2  mm 

Ahy  =  0.116x150  =  17  (mm) 

In  the  above  rolling  schedule,  Ah  =  20  x  0.6  =  12  (mm)  is  required  for  meaning  that  Ahy  is  sufficient,  but  Ahg  is 
remarkably  insufficient. 

Accordingly,  it  is  required  to  thin  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be  enough  to  enable  biting 
before  the  strip  is  bitten  into  the  finish  rolling  mill  train. 

In  the  rolling  schedule  of  Table  1,  for  example,  rolling  loads  for  F-|  and  F2  are  calculated  to  be  1800  tf  and  1630  tf, 
respectively.  It  is  then  determined  to  what  thickness  H,  a  strip  inlet  thickness  of  20  mm  should  be  thinned.  A  strip  outlet 
thickness  h  is  obtained  from  the  following  Equation  6  on  assumption  that  a  roll  gap  is  set  to  g0. 

From  h  =  g  0  +  P/K,  and  H  ,  -  g  0  =  \i2  R  (Eq.  6) 

Ht=g0  +  n2R,g0  =  h-P/K 

For  the  F1  mill, 

g0  =  8-  1800/360  =  8-5  =  3 

From  n2R  =  7,  H,  =  3  +  7=10  (mm)  is  given.  Thus,  the  biting  is  made  practicable  by  thinning  the  strip  thickness  from  20 
mm  to  10  mm. 

The  above  condition  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  18.  In  the  graph  shown  in  Fig.  18,  M-,  represents  a  plastic  spring  constant 
of  the  strip.  If  a  length  of  the  leading  thinned  portion  H,  is  larger  than  a  certain  value,  the  leading  end  portion  is  reduced 
by  the  rolling  to  a  thickness  H,'  smaller  than  h  =  8  mm,  allowing  the  strip  to  be  more  easily  bitten  in  the  F2  mill.  This  con- 
dition  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  19.  Even  though  the  bitting  is  unable  at  the  leading  end  thickness  of  8  mm,  it  is  enabled  at  the 
smaller  thickness  H,'. 

A  description  will  now  be  made  of  an  embodiment  in  which  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  to  be  bitten  into  the 
finish  rolling  mill  train  is  thinned  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be  enough  to  enable  the  biting  before  entering  the  finish  rolling 
mill  train. 

Fig.  4  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  fourth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention.  In  this 
embodiment,  the  finish  rolling  is  carried  out  by  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be 
enough  to  enable  the  biting,  by  means  of  a  mill  constituting  the  finish  rolling  mill  train. 

Note  that,  in  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  4,  the  parts  upstream  of  the  coil  box  9  are  the  same  as  those  shown  in 
Fig.  1  or  Fig.  2. 

As  mills  constituting  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23,  there  are  disposed  mills  14,  15,  16  each  including  small-diameter 
work  rolls  which  are  driven  by  back-up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls. 

The  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  4  has,  however,  a  problem  that  a  strip  biting  ability  is  insufficient  because  the 
upstream  mill  14  of  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  is  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  which  are  driven  by  back- 
up  rolls  or  intermediate  rolls. 

A  practical  method  of  ensuring  a  strip  biting  ability  will  be  described  with  reference  to  Fig.  5. 
Figs.  5A  to  5D  are  explanatory  views  for  explaining  a  method  of  thinning  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip. 
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A  strip  88  reeled  out  from  a  coil  unreeling  position  10  of  a  coil  box  is  fed  by  pinch  rolls  89  to  a  descaling  device  1  1 
provided  with  water  wiping  rolls  90a,  90b  and  descaling  headers  91a  to  91d,  and  then  to  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  after 
scale  on  the  strip  surfaces  has  been  removed.  At  this  time,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5A,  a  roll  gap  of  the  No.  1  mill  14  of  those 
mills  constituting  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  is  opened  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be  larger  than  the  thickness  of  the  strip  88, 

5  and  the  strip  88  is  stopped  when  its  leading  end  has  passed  the  biting  portions  of  the  work  rolls  and  has  reached  an 
arbitrary  position  before  the  strip  is  bitten  into  the  next  stand  15. 

Next,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5(B),  the  strip  88  is  returned  to  the  entry  side  of  the  No.  1  mill  14  while  the  roll  gap  is  closed 
or  a  constant  reduction  rate  and  gradual  draft  are  combined,  and  the  rolls  of  the  No.  1  mill  14,  the  pinch  rolls  89  and 
cradle  rolls  92a,  92b  of  the  coil  box  are  reversed  in  rotation.  On  this  occasion,  the  descaling  device  1  1  is  turned  off  to 

10  prevent  a  temperature  drop  of  the  strip.  For  taking  balance  with  the  driving  tangential  forces,  the  reverse  rolling  is  car- 
ried  out  with  the  work  rolls  offset  to  the  entry  side. 

Then,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5C,  the  strip  88  is  stopped  at  the  time  when  its  leading  end  has  returned  to  the  entry  side 
of  the  No.  1  mill  14.  The  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  is  thereby  thinned. 

After  that,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5D,  the  No.  1  mill  14  is  operated  to  rotate  forwardly  again  so  that  the  strip  88  is  fed  into 
15  the  No.  1  mill  14.  At  this  time,  since  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  88  has  been  thinned,  the  strip  is  bitten  into  the 

No.  1  mill  14  to  enable  normal  rolling.  This  rolling  is  performed  by  restoring  the  offset  of  the  work  rolls  back  to  the  orig- 
inal  delivery  side  position. 

Additionally,  in  the  operation  subsequent  to  the  step  shown  in  Fig.  5D,  the  descaling  device  1  1  is  turned  on  again 
so  as  to  remove  scale  on  the  strip  surfaces.  By  adopting  the  above  method,  it  is  possible  to  cause  a  strip  to  be  bitten 

20  into  small-diameter  work  rolls  without  providing  a  new  strip  end  thinning  device,  and  hence  to  realize  an  inexpensive 
mini  hot  equipment. 

Fig.  6  shows  a  control  block  diagram  for  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  a  strip  in  the  No.  1  mill  constituting  the 
finish  rolling  mill  train  shown  in  Fig.  5. 

The  strip  88  is  fed  by  driving  cradle  rollers  92a,  92b  and  pinch  rolls  89  which  are  disposed  to  reel  out  the  strip  from 
25  the  coil  box.  The  leading  end  position  of  the  strip  88  is  detected  by  a  hot  metal  sensor  107  and,  thereafter,  determined 

on  the  basis  of  the  number  of  rotation  of  the  pinch  roll  89  counted  by  a  pulse  generator  (PLG)  94  attached  to  a  drive 
motor  93  for  the  pinch  roller  89.  Based  on  these  information  data,  the  leading  end  position  of  the  strip  88  is  controlled 
by  a  strip  feeding  controller. 

On  the  other  hand,  driving  of  the  rolls  of  the  No.  1  mill  14  is  controlled  by  a  main  motor  controller  based  on  currents 
30  and  voltages  of  main  motors  and  rotation  signals  from  PLGs  95  attached  to  axial  ends  of  the  main  motors. 

Further,  a  draft  position  of  the  roll  is  detected  by  a  magnet  scale  97  provided  on  a  pressing  cylinder  96  and  is  con- 
trolled  by  a  servo  valve  98  in  accordance  with  commands  from  a  pressing  device  controller. 

An  end  thinning  controller  functions  to  supervise  the  above  control  operations  for  sequentially  thinning  the  leading 
end  portion  of  the  strip  shown  in  Fig.  5  based  on  the  information  data  obtained. 

35  Figs.  7A  to  7D  are  explanatory  views  for  explaining  a  method  of  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip. 
First,  in  order  to  carry  out  the  end  thinning  of  the  strip  88  by  a  No.  1  mill  14,  the  strip  is  fed  to  pass  through  the  mill 

while  being  thinned  at  its  leading  end  portion  by  the  No.  1  mill  14  at  an  appropriate  reduction  rate  and  stopped  when  its 
leading  end  has  reached  an  arbitrary  position  before  the  leading  end  is  bitten  biting  into  the  next  stand  15,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  7A.  Next,  as  shown  in  Fig.  7B,  the  strip  is  returned  to  the  entry  side  of  the  No.  1  mill  14,  so  that  the  leading  end 

40  portion  of  the  strip  is  thinned  again.  At  this  time,  the  strip  88  is  returned  to  the  entry  side  of  the  No.  1  mill  14  while  the 
rolls  of  the  No.  1  mill  14,  the  pinch  rolls  89  and  the  cradle  rolls  92a,  92b  of  the  coil  box  are  reversed  in  rotation.  Then, 
as  shown  in  Fig.  7C,  the  strip  88  is  stopped  at  the  time  when  its  leading  end  has  returned  to  the  entry  side  of  the  No.  1 
mill  14.  The  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  is  thereby  thinned. 

After  that,  as  shown  in  Fig.  7D,  the  No.  1  mill  14  is  operated  to  rotate  forwardly  again  so  that  the  strip  88  is  fed  to 
45  the  No.  1  mill  14.  At  this  time,  since  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  88  has  been  thinned,  the  strip  is  bitten  into  the 

No.  1  mill  14  to  enable  normal  rolling  to  be  carried  out. 
Note  that  the  operation  of  the  descaling  device  1  1  and  the  change  in  offset  of  the  work  rolls  are  performed  in  a  like 

manner  as  described  above  with  reference  to  Figs.  5A  -  5D. 
Fig.  8  shows  a  general  structure  of  a  mill  suitable  for  the  gap  adjustment  and  draft  which  have  been  described  with 

so  reference  to  Figs.  5  and  7  and  are  to  be  carried  out  in  the  No.  1  mill  1  4  for  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  a  strip. 
While  a  hydraulic  cylinder  for  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  may  be  separate  from  a  draft  device  for 

normal  rolling,  a  common  type  hydraulic  cylinder  comprising  a  draft  ram  99,  a  draft  cylinder  100  and  a  cylinder  support 
101  ,  as  shown  in  Fig.  8,  can  also  be  used  for  making  the  structure  simpler  and  the  equipment  cost  cheaper.  This  is  for 
the  purpose  of  minimizing  the  operating  time  required  for  a  series  of  end  thinning  steps  and,  thus,  the  temperature  drop. 

55  In  this  case,  it  is  necessary  to  employ  a  servo  valve  having  a  large  capacity  not  less  than  300  f/minute,  for  example,  for 
ensuring  a  high  operating  speed  of  the  hydraulic  cylinder. 

Fig.  9  shows  a  construction  of  a  mill  in  which  a  draft  screw  102  is  combined  with  the  hydraulic  cylinder  shown  in 
Fig.  8. 

11 
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In  this  case,  the  draft  in  normal  rolling  is  performed  by  using  the  draft  screw  102,  and  the  leading  end  portion  of  the 
strip  is  thinned  by  using  the  hydraulic  cylinder.  With  the  combined  arrangement,  the  operating  time  can  be  shortened. 

An  embodiment  in  which  finish  rolling  is  carried  out  after  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  to  such  an 
extent  as  to  enable  the  biting  before  the  strip  is  bitten  into  the  finish  rolling  mill  train,  will  be  described  below  with  refer- 

5  enceto  Fig.  10. 
Fig.  10  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  fifth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention.  The 

embodiment  corresponds  to  the  hot  rolling  mill  system  described  with  reference  to  Fig.  1  in  which  a  thinning  device  28 
for  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  is  disposed  upstream  of  the  coil  box  9.  The  provision  of  the  thinning 
device  28  eliminates  the  need  for  the  finish  rolling  mills  12,  13  shown  in  Fig.  1  . 

10  The  thinning  device  28  is  constructed  to  press  the  strip  by  using  rolls  not  rotating.  This  is  because  the  rolls  can  be 
repeatedly  used  by  changing  a  set  angle  and  also  can  be  easily  ground  when  the  pressing  surfaces  become  rough- 
ened. 

Practical  means  of  the  thinning  device  28  will  now  be  described  with  reference  to  Fig.  1  1  . 
The  thinning  device  includes  a  housing  31  in  which  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  non-rotating  rolls  29,  30  are  disposed. 

15  A  cylinder  32  is  used  to  apply  a  load  to  the  rolls  thereby  pressing  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip. 
In  this  case,  the  radius  of  each  of  the  press  rolls  is  required  to  be  almost  equal  to  that  of  each  work  roll  of  the  Fi 

mill.  The  larger  radius  of  the  press  roll  is  more  advantageous  in  biting  the  strip  into  the  F-|  mill  because  the  leading  end 
portion  of  the  strip  is  thinned  to  a  larger  extent. 

Although  the  above  description  is  made  of  only  the  finish  mill  in  connection  with  achievement  of  the  mini  hot,  it  is 
20  required  to  make  the  entire  structure  compact  and  hold  down  the  construction  cost  for  achieving  the  mini  hot  as  a  whole. 

To  this  end,  a  new  2-high  twin  rough  rolling  mill  comprising  two  2-high  mills  installed  together  in  one  housing  is  pro- 
posed  as  the  rough  rolling  mills  of  the  hot  rolling  mill  system. 

Fig.  12  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  showing  a  sixth  embodiment  of  the  present  invention. 
In  this  embodiment,  since  a  rolling  can  be  performed  two  times  per  pass,  table  lengths  upstream  and  downstream 

25  of  the  rough  rolling  mill  are  shortened  in  the  case  of  reversible  rolling,  and  a  temperature  drop  of  the  strip  becomes 
smaller  to  thereby  reduce  the  fuel  cost.  Further,  since  descaling  is  required  to  be  made  one  time  for  twice  rolling,  cooling 
water  and  electric  power  are  also  saved.  Additionally,  since  a  finish  rolling  speed  at  the  outlet  of  the  finish  rolling  mill 
train  is  low,  a  hot  run  table  can  be  reduced  in  its  length  from  the  standpoint  of  cooling  ability  as  well,  with  the  result  that 
the  entire  layout  can  be  shortened,  which  is  favorable  in  meeting  conditions  of  location. 

30  With  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  12  in  which  a  2-high  twin  mill,  as  the  rough  rolling  mill,  comprising  two  2-high 
mills  incorporated  in  one  stand  is  combined  with  a  coiler  disposed  between  the  rough  rolling  mill  and  the  finish  rolling 
mill,  when  a  slab  of  210  mm  thick  and  12  m  long  is  used  as  material,  the  entire  length  of  the  hot  rolling  mill  system  can 
be  held  down  on  the  order  of  170  m.  Judging  from  the  fact  that  even  the  hot  rolling  mill  system  constructed  recently  as 
a  mini  hot  requires  250  m,  the  embodiment  of  Fig.  12  assures  a  great  reduction  in  size  and  remarkable  alleviation  in 

35  limits  of  conditions  of  location. 
It  is  needless  to  say  that  the  2-high  twin  mill  of  this  embodiment  can  also  be  applied  to  any  of  the  above-described 

embodiments  shown  in  Figs.  1  to  4  and  Fig.  10. 
Moreover,  the  2-high  twin  mill  may  be  replaced  by  a  2-high  twin  cross  mill. 
The  above  embodiments  are  each  described  as  a  mill  including  small-diameter  work  rolls  of  indirect  driving  type 

40  and  capable  of  being  applied  to  the  finish  rolling  mill  for  realizing  a  mini  hot.  However,  they  can  be  improved  into  more 
effective  mini  hot  equipments  by  solving  technical  problems  to  be  discussed  below. 

There  are  two  main  problems. 
One  problem  is  how  to  deal  with  horizontal  forces  imposed  on  the  small-diameter  work  rolls  due  to  indirect  driving. 

The  other  problem  is  insufficiency  in  control  of  the  strip  crown  and  configuration  due  to  insufficient  flexing  rigidity  of  the 
45  small-diameter  work  rolls,  i.e.,  a  difficulty  in  adopting  a  usual  4-high  mill. 

For  solving  the  first  problem,  it  is  usually  conceived  to  provide  a  horizontal  support  roller  for  each  work  roll.  This 
method  is  however  not  practical  because,  in  hot  rolling,  the  provision  of  guides,  cooling  water  pipes,  etc.  leaves  no  suf- 
ficient  space  for  installation  of  such  support  roller,  and  dust  or  scale  cannot  not  be  prevented  from  entering  split  bear- 
ings. 

so  For  the  embodiments  described  above  with  reference  to  Figs.  1  to  4,  10  and  12,  therefore,  it  is  here  proposed  to 
provide  work  rolls  for  each  of  the  mills  14  to  16  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  such  that  the  work  rolls  are  offset  in  the 
rolling  direction  with  respect  to  axes  of  respective  rolls  held  in  contact  with  the  work  rolls,  for  thereby  canceling  out  the 
horizontal  forces  due  to  indirect  driving  with  a  horizontal  component  of  the  rolling  load.  As  a  result,  the  small-diameter 
work  rolls  can  be  adopted  without  providing  any  auxiliary  equipment  around  barrel  portions  of  the  work  rolls.  The 

55  amount  of  the  offset  is  desirably  adjustable  depending  on  rolling  conditions. 
The  above  method  is  practiced  as  shown  in  Fig.  20,  for  example,  by  arranging  a  mill  such  that  work  rolls  35,  36  can 

be  offset  in  the  rolling  direction  by  cylinders  37  to  40  with  respect  axes  of  backup  rolls  33,  34. 
A  description  will  now  be  made  of  a  method  of  adjusting  the  offset  amount  in  such  a  mill. 

12 
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Based  on  currents  of  motors  41,  42,  rolling  torques  T(T  =  TU+TLTU  and  TL  being  shown  in  Fig.  13)  of  the 
motors  are  by  calculators  43  to  determine  driving  tangential  forces  F  of  the  work  rolls  35,  36. 

The  driving  tangential  force  F  can  be  determined  by  the  following  Equation  7. 

T  Tu  +  TL 
f - e ; ~ V  

DB  is  a  diameter  of  each  of  the  back-up  rolls  33,  34. 
In  order  that  the  above  tangential  force  and  a  horizontal  component  FH  of  the  loading  load  P  due  to  the  offset, 

P  sin 
Dw  +  db (Eq.  8) 

are  balanced,  an  offset  amount  d  of  the  work  roll  is  adjusted  by  a  calculator  44  based  on  the  following  Equation  9,  for 
example.  The  horizontal  forces  imposed  on  the  work  roll  are  thereby  balanced  to  minimize  a  horizontal  flexure  of  each 
work  roll. 

Here,  P  is  a  rolling  load  and  DB  is  a  diameter  of  each  of  the  back-up  rolls  33,  34. 

8  =  ^ s i n , ( 1 . T J   (Eq.9) 

Thus,  the  offset  amount  of  the  work  roll  is  adjusted  in  accordance  with  the  result  calculated  as  explained  above. 
The  above-mentioned  method  can  be  applied  to  not  only  the  rolling  process  but  also  the  process  of  thinning  the 

strip  leading  end  portion. 
As  to  the  aforesaid  second  problem,  mills  suitable  for  small-diameter  work  rolls  have  recently  been  developed  pri- 

marily  in  the  art  of  cold  rolling.  Typical  one  of  such  mills  is  a  6-high  mill  including  shiftable  intermediate  rolls,  for  exam- 
ple,  as  shown  in  Fig.  21  . 

For  the  embodiments  described  above  with  reference  to  Figs.  1  to  4,  10  and  12,  therefore,  it  is  here  proposed  to 
replace  each  of  the  mills  14  to  16  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23  by  a  6-high  mill  including  shiftable  intermediate  rolls. 

A  mill  shown  in  Fig.  21  comprises  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  43,  44,  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  intermediate 
rolls  45,  46  which  are  axially  movable,  and  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  back-up  rolls  47,  48.  By  combining  movements  of 
the  intermediate  rolls  45,  46  with  bending  of  the  work  rolls  43,  44,  the  thickness  distribution  of  the  strip  in  the  widthwise 
direction  thereof  is  controlled  to  control  the  strip  crown  and  configuration  (flatness).  In  this  type  of  mill,  the  intermediate 
rolls  45,  46  are  axially  moved  and  the  back-up  rolls  47,  48  support  the  respective  intermediate  rolls. 

Note  that  the  above  type  of  mill  is  not  limited  to  the  illustrated  one  in  which  the  intermediate  rolls  are  axially  moved, 
but  it  may  be  modified  such  that  the  work  rolls  are  moved  axially,  or  such  that  the  back-up  rolls  are  moved  axially. 

Furthermore,  methods  of  making  rolls  crossed  each  other  in  a  4-high  mill  have  also  been  widely  used  in  the  art  of 
hot  rolling.  These  methods  are  also  effective  in  solving  the  aforesaid  second  problem  and  can  be  realized  by  driving 
back-up  rolls.  This  type  of  mill  is  shown,  by  way  of  example,  in  Fig.  22. 

The  mill  shown  in  Fig.  22  is  a  so-called  PC  mill  comprising  a  pair  of  work  rolls  60,  61  and  a  pair  of  back-up  rolls  62, 
63  supporting  the  respective  work  rolls,  the  pair  of  work  rolls  60,  61  and  the  pair  of  back-up  rolls  62,  63  being  crossed 
each  other  in  a  horizontal  plane  to  thereby  control  the  widthwise  thickness  distribution  of  the  strip. 

For  the  embodiments  described  above  with  reference  to  Figs.  1  to  4,  10  and  12,  it  is  conceived  to  apply  the  above 
crossing  type  mill  to  each  of  the  mills  14  to  16  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  23. 

In  addition,  as  shown  in  Figs.  23  and  24,  mills  using  rolls  having  gourd-shaped  crown  configurations  have  been 
developed  recently.  These  type  mills  can  also  be  used  in  the  present  invention  with  an  effective  result. 

The  mills  using  such  deformed  rolls  are  shown  in  Figs.  23  and  24.  The  mill  shown  in  Fig.  23  comprises  a  pair  of 
upper  and  lower  work  rolls  64,  65,  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  intermediate  rolls  66,  67,  and  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower 
back-up  rolls  68,  69.  The  intermediate  rolls  66,  67  have  gourd-shaped  crown  configurations  symmetrical  to  each  other 
about  a  point  and  are  movable  in  the  roll  axial  direction.  By  moving  the  pair  of  intermediate  rolls  66,  67  in  opposite  direc- 
tions,  the  widthwise  thickness  distribution  of  the  strip  is  controlled. 

Also,  the  mill  shown  in  Fig.  24  comprises  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  70,  71  and  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower 
back-up  rolls  72,  73.  The  work  rolls  70,  71  have  gourd-shaped  crown  configurations  symmetrical  to  each  other  about  a 
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point  and  are  movable  in  the  roll  axial  direction.  By  moving  the  pair  of  work  rolls  70,  71  in  opposite  directions,  the  width- 
wise  thickness  distribution  of  the  strip  is  controlled.  Those  mills  using  deformed  rolls  can  also  have  a  function  of  con- 
centrically  modifying  the  configurations  of  the  strip  end  portion  with  the  axial  movement  of  the  gourd-shaped  crowns. 

A  similar  result  can  further  be  obtained  by  still  another  4-high  mill  constructed,  as  shown  in  Fig.  25,  such  that  work 
5  rolls  74,  75  are  moved  in  the  roll  axial  direction  by  shift  devices  76,  77,  respectively,  for  dispersing  wears  of  the  rolls  due 

to  rolling  and  thus  reducing  variation  in  the  roll  gap  attendant  on  the  wears. 
In  the  mill  shown  in  Fig.  25,  back-up  rolls  78,  79  are  driven  by  not-shown  drive  motors  through  spindles. 
Moreover,  a  similar  result  can  be  obtained  from  a  cluster  mill  constructed,  as  shown  in  Fig.  26,  such  that  a  pair  of 

work  rolls  80,  81  are  supported  by  a  plurality  of  back-up  rolls  82  to  85. 
10  In  the  embodiments  described  above,  for  the  reasons  that  small-diameter  work  rolls  are  used  in  the  finish  rolling 

mills  and  the  rolling  is  performed  at  strong  draft,  there  is  a  possibility  that  frequency  of  roll  exchange  is  increased  with 
respect  to  an  amount  of  the  rolling  even  if  a  roll  wear  per  unit  amount  of  the  rolling  is  the  same.  This  problem  can  be 
avoided  by  providing  an  online  roll  grinder. 

Additionally,  if  a  high-speed  steel  roll  developed  recently  is  used  as  each  of  the  work  rolls  of  the  mills  constituting 
15  the  finish  rolling  mill  system,  it  is  possible  to  ensure  high  strength,  facilitate  a  reduction  in  diameter,  and  reduce  the  roll 

wear  down  to  a  fraction  of  that  occurred  in  the  past. 
Here,  the  term  "high-speed  steel  roll"  means  a  roll  which  is  superior  in  wear  resistance  and  in  resistance  against 

texture  roughness,  and  hence  which  has  recently  attained  more  widespread  use  as  a  roll  for  hot  rolling. 
The  high-speed  steel  roll  is  a  cast-iron  based  composite  roll  of  double  structure  comprising  inner  and  outer  layers. 

20  The  outer  layer  of  the  roll  is  formed  of  high  carbon  high-speed  steel  material  and  the  inner  layer  (core)  is  formed  of 
tough  material,  e.g.,  cast  steel. 

Therefore,  the  high-speed  steel  roll  exhibits  a  wear  on  the  order  of  1/4  to  1/5  of  that  caused  in  a  conventional  nickel 
grain  roll,  is  endurable  for  a  longer  period  of  time,  and  can  prolong  a  roll  exchange  cycle  to  a  large  extent. 

A  description  will  now  be  made  of  the  coil  box  and  the  descaling  device  in  the  embodiments  of  the  present  invention 
25  explained  above  with  reference  to  Figs.  1  to  4,  10  and  12. 

Fig.  27  is  a  schematic  view  of  the  coil  box  and  the  descaling  device  in  any  of  the  embodiments  of  the  present  inven- 
tion.  A  strip  103  delivered  from  the  rough  rolling  mill  is  conveyed  over  a  delay  table  104  to  a  coil  box  9.  Deflector  roll 
105a,  105b,  105c  are  provided  at  an  inlet  of  the  coil  box  9  to  guide  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip  103  upwardly 
toward  bending  rolls  106a,  106b,  106c. 

30  The  bending  rolls  106a,  106b,  106c  bend  the  strip  103  into  a  predetermined  radius  of  curvature  so  that  the  strip  is 
rolled  into  a  coil  on  a  No.  1  cradle  roll  107. 

A  forming  roll  108  is  a  guide  for  causing  the  strip  103  to  be  easily  reeled  up  on  the  No.  1  cradle  roll  107. 
When  the  strip  1  03  is  completely  reeled  up  above  the  No.  1  cradle  roll  1  07,  rotation  of  the  coil  is  stopped  by  braking 

a  cradle  roll  driving  motor  (not  shown).  Subsequently,  it  is  required  to  lead  out  a  tailing  end  of  the  coil  which  becomes 
35  a  leading  end  thereof  when  the  coil  is  reeled  out.  A  peeler  1  09  is  used  to  lead  out  the  leading  end  of  the  coil.  The  peeler 

109  is  normally  retracted  by  a  cylinder  1  10  to  a  position  above  the  coil.  When  the  leading  end  of  the  coil  is  led  out,  the 
peeler  109  is  set  at  the  illustrated  position  and,  by  rotating  the  cradle  roll  107  backwardly,  it  acts  to  separate  the  leading 
end  of  the  coil  away  from  the  coil.  Thereafter,  the  leading  end  of  the  coil  is  held  between  pinch  rolls  112,  and  forwarded 
to  the  descaling  device  1  1  and  then  to  the  finish  rolling  mill  14. 

40  On  the  other  hand,  the  formed  coil  is  supported  at  its  inner  peripheral  portion  by  a  transfer  press  arm  1  1  1  and  car- 
ried  to  a  No.  2  cradle  roll  1  13  where  the  coil  is  unreeled. 

Fig.  28  is  a  schematic  view  of  the  coil  box  and  the  descaling  device  in  each  of  the  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention.  A  heat  insulating  cover  128  is  provided  to  prevent  a  temperature  drop  of  the  strip,  particularly,  at  edge  por- 
tions  thereof  due  to  heat  radiation  through  the  edge  portions,  during  the  time  when  the  strip  103  is  reeled  up  in  the  coil 

45  box  9  and  then  fed  to  the  finish  rolling  mill  1  4  from  the  coil  unreeling  position  1  0.  The  heat  insulating  cover  is  of  a  cover 
lined  with  heat  insulating  material,  e.g.,  glass  wool,  and  is  placed  so  as  to  wrap  the  coil  for  preventing  heat  radiation 
from  the  coil.  In  same  cases,  the  heat  insulating  cover  may  be  provided  with  a  heater  on  its  inner  surface  to  serve  also 
as  an  edge  heater.  The  heat  insulating  cover  129  is  constructed  such  that  it  can  be  rotated  in  the  coil  unreeling  position 
10  by  a  cylinder  130  through  an  arm  131  and  retracted  to  be  out  of  interference  with  the  coil  when  the  coil  is  transferred 

so  from  the  coil  reeling  position  to  the  coil  unreeling  position. 
Figs.  29  to  31  are  schematic  views  for  explaining  the  structural  details  of  the  descaling  device  1  1  adapted  to  remove 

scale,  which  is  detrimental  to  finishing  of  products,  before  the  strip  is  fed  into  the  finish  rolling  mill. 
Since  the  speed  at  the  finish  mill  delivery  side  is  not  more  than  300  m/minute  in  the  present  invention,  the  speed  at 

the  entry  side  of  the  No.  1  stand  1  4  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  is  from  20  to  30  m/minute.  Therefore,  if  the  descaling  is 
55  performed  only  with  water  jets  as  conventionally,  the  temperature  of  the  strip  1  03  is  too  lowered  to  hold  a  strip  temper- 

ature  required  at  the  entry  side  of  the  finish  rolling  mill  14,  e.g.,  930°C. 
In  the  embodiment  of  Fig.  29,  the  strip  103  reeled  out  of  the  coil  unreeling  position  10  in  the  coil  box  is  fed  by  the 

pinch  rolls  1  12  to  the  descaling  device  1  1  which  is  constructed  as  a  mechanical  scale  breaker.  More  specifically,  bend- 

14 
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ing  rollers  1  14a  to  1  14e  are  disposed  to  bend  the  strip  103  for  causing  cracks  in  scale  on  the  surface  of  the  strip  103, 
and  the  scale  is  peeled  off  by  water  jets  115.  Then,  the  strip  103  is  fed  by  pinch  rollers  1  16  to  the  finish  rolling  mill  14. 

Since  the  scale  on  the  surface  of  the  strip  1  03  is  first  cracked  and  then  removed  as  pointed  out  above,  a  pressure 
and  amount  of  each  of  the  water  jets  1  15  can  be  made  lower  and  smaller  than  those  required  for  the  case  in  which  scale 

5  is  not  cracked  beforehand.  Accordingly,  it  is  possible  to  suppress  a  temperature  drop  of  the  strip  103  and  ensure  a 
desired  temperature  of  the  strip  even  in  low-speed  rolling. 

In  the  embodiment  of  Fig.  30,  disk  type  grinders  1  1  7a  to  1  1  7c  are  provided  instead  of  the  scale  breaker  employed 
in  the  embodiment  described  above  with  reference  to  Fig.  29,  for  thereby  removing  scale  on  the  surface  of  the  strip  103 
in  cooperation  with  the  water  jets  115.  Then,  the  strip  103  is  fed  by  the  pinch  rollers  1  16  to  the  finish  rolling  mill  14. 

10  In  this  case,  although  the  disk  type  grinders  1  17  as  a  mechanical  descaler  and  the  water  jets  can  be  used  inde- 
pendently  for  removing  the  scale,  the  combined  use  thereof  can  remove  the  scale  with  a  higher  reliability. 

In  the  embodiment  of  Fig.  31,  brush  rolls  118a,  118b  are  used  instead  of  the  scale  breaker  in  the  embodiment 
described  above  with  reference  to  Fig.  29,  for  thereby  removing  the  scale.  Facing  the  brush  rolls  1  18a,  1  18b,  respec- 
tively,  bending  rollers  1  19a,  1  19b  are  disposed  to  bend  the  strip  103  for  causing  cracks  in  scale  on  the  surface  of  the 

15  strip  1  03,  and  the  scale  is  removed  by  the  brush  rolls  1  1  8a,  11  8b. 
Additionally,  to  collect  the  scale  removed,  scale  collecting  devices  120a,  120b  are  provided  in  the  vicinity  of  the 

brush  rolls  118a,  118b. 
Fig.  32  shows  an  embodiment  in  which  an  induction  heater  120  for  heating  is  disposed  between  the  coil  box  and 

the  descaling  device  1  1  .  The  induction  heater  121  is  a  bar  heater  or  an  edge  heater  and  serves  to  prevent  a  tempera- 
20  ture  drop  of  the  strip  in  the  descaling  device  1  1  .  Providing  the  induction  heater  is  effective  when  the  temperature  drop 

is  inevitable  to  some  extent  depending  on  a  thickness  of  the  strip,  type  of  the  descaler,  etc. 
In  the  above-described  hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  the  present  invention,  a  length  between  the  finish  rolling 

mills  is  preferably  as  short  as  possible  for  the  purposes  of  reducing  the  temperature  drop  of  the  strip  in  the  finish  rolling 
mill  train  and  also  suppressing  a  zigzag  motion  of  the  strip  to  ease  proper  threading  of  the  strip  through  the  train. 

25  Speed  differences  between  the  finish  rolling  mills  were  conventionally  adjusted  by  loopers  121a,  121b  provided 
therebetween,  as  shown  in  Fig.  33.  Therefore,  installation  spaces  for  the  loopers  121a,  121b  operated  with  lever 
motions  were  required,  so  that  a  stand-to-stand  length  was  set  at  about  5.5  m. 

On  the  other  hand,  partly  because  of  the  low  finish  rolling  speed,  the  embodiment  of  the  present  invention  can  be 
constructed  just  by  eliminating  the  loopers  or  providing  tension  measuring  devices  124a,  124b  for  controlling  the  strip 

30  thickness,  as  shown  in  Fig.  34,  whereby  a  mill-to-mill  spacing  can  be  shortened  to  4.8  m.  Accordingly,  proper  threading 
of  the  strip  through  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  is  facilitated. 

Note  that  denoted  by  122a  to  122c  in  Figs.  33  and  34  are  side  guides  and  123a  to  123c  are  water  wiping  guides. 
Fig.  35  shows  a  finish  rolling  mill  provided  with  a  chattering  preventing  mechanism  adapted  to  prevent  horizontal 

movement  of  the  rolls  when  the  strip  is  engaged  into  or  disengaged  from  the  mill. 
35  Pairs  of  chattering  preventing  mechanisms  125a,  125b,  126a,  126b,  and  127a,  127b  are  associated  with  the  back- 

up  rolls,  the  intermediate  rolls  and  the  work  rolls,  respectively  and,  after  the  rolls  are  inserted  in  the  stand,  they  press 
the  corresponding  rolls  against  the  entry  side  or  the  delivery  side  for  making  clearances  therebetween  zero.  As  a  result, 
the  strip  can  be  prevented  from  being  curved  or  having  a  zigzag  motion.  In  particular,  it  is  possible  to  prevent  the  strip 
from  being  disturbed  in  properly  threading  the  mills  due  to  unstable  movements  of  the  small-diameter  work  rolls  caused 

40  in  the  rolling  direction  during  the  finish  rolling  at  a  strong  draft  as  with  the  embodiments  of  the  present  invention,  and 
hence  to  surely  develop  characteristics  of  the  small-diameter  work  rolls. 

With  the  above-described  embodiments  of  the  present  invention,  small-scale  production  of  hot  strips  can  be  per- 
formed  with  a  small-scale  equipment.  While  an  annual  yield  most  keenly  demanded  at  present  is  on  the  order  of  one 
million  tons,  a  production  amount  Q  is  given  below  on  condition  that  product  sizes  are  100  mm  wide  and  2.0  mm  thick 

45  in  average  and  the  system  is  operated  for  500  hours  per  month: 

Q  =  2.0  x  10  3  x  1  .0  x  240  x  60  x  500  x  12  x  7.85 
=  1  ,356,480  tons 

50 
Taking  into  account  an  idle  time  between  the  coils,  the  annual  yield  of  one  million  tons  can  be  produced  sufficiently.  If 
that  rolling  is  carried  out  by  a  3-stand  tandem  including  work  rolls  of  which  diameter  is  300  mm,  a  total  finish  power  is 
just  14,600  KW. 

Further,  the  finish  temperature  can  be  held  at  900°C.  In  the  conventional  systems,  a  work  roll  diameter  is  about  700 
55  mm  in  average  and  at  least  5  stands  are  installed.  Thus,  the  prior  art  including  5  stands  requires  a  rolling  speed  not  less 

than  500  m/minute  to  avoid  an  excessive  drop  of  the  finish  temperature  and  a  rolling  power  of  33,000  KW,  i.e.,  2.2  times 
or  more  as  much  as  the  present  invention;  namely,  it  requires  a  power  source  having  a  extra  capacity  enough  to  supply 
the  difference  of  18,000  KW  therebetween.  Further,  the  5  stands,  which  are  two  stand  more  than  the  3  stands  in  the 

15 
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present  invention,  lead  to  a  larger  scale  plant.  If  the  number  of  stands  in  the  prior  art  is  reduced  to  3,  the  finish  temper- 
ature  could  be  held  with  240  m/minute,  but  a  work  roll  diameter  would  be  increased  to  800  mm  for  the  necessity  of 
greater  spindle  strength  to  enable  work  roll  driving,  whereby  a  rolling  load  would  be  about  4000  tf  and  a  mill  itself  would 
be  increased  in  both  size  and  cost  as  inevitable  results  from  a  remarkable  increase  in  a  roll  housing  size  and  in  a  back- 
up  roll  diameter.  In  addition,  a  larger  work  roll  diameter  increases  an  energy  loss  due  to  the  slip  friction  between  a  roll 
and  a  strip.  As  compared  with  a  total  power  of  1  4,600  KW  required  for  a  300  mm  work  roll,  a  total  power  of  21  ,000  KW 
is  required  for  a  800  mm  work  roll  at  the  same  rolling  speed,  meaning  a  power  loss  not  less  than  40  %.  For  a  large  work 
roll  diameter,  a  strip  temperature  is  cooled  to  a  more  extent  through  rolls  because  of  a  greater  contact  length  between 
the  strip  and  each  of  the  rolls.  The  reason  why  a  temperature  of  the  large-diameter  roll  is  not  so  lowered  as  a  whole  as 
with  a  small-diameter  roll  is  that  the  slip  friction  is  increased  with  a  larger  diameter  of  the  work  roll  and  more  heat  is  pro- 
duced  to  compensate  for  the  temperature  drop  of  the  strip.  Although  the  above  temperature  calculation  was  made  by 
assuming  the  stand-to-stand  distance  to  be  5.5  m,  the  supposed  large-size  mill  would  require  a  back-up  roll  diameter 
not  less  than  1600  mm  and  a  larger  roll  housing,  resulting  in  a  stand-to-stand  distance  of  6  m.  In  contrast,  the  embod- 
iments  of  the  present  invention  require  a  rolling  load  about  a  half  of  that  for  the  prior  art,  a  back-up  roll  diameter  not 
more  than  1200  mm  and  a  smaller  roll  housing,  resulting  in  a  stand-to-stand  distance  of  4.5  m.  This  is  effective  to  not 
only  further  prevent  a  temperature  drop,  but  also  prevent  the  occurrence  of  scale  on  the  strip  surface  between  stands 
which  would  be  otherwise  a  problem  in  a  low-speed  rolling. 

Also,  the  embodiments  of  the  present  invention  provide  the  following  advantages  for  equipment  on  the  delivery  side 
of  a  hot  strip  mill. 

In  a  hot  strip  mill,  it  is  generally  necessary  that  a  strip  be  cooled  on  a  hot  line  table  between  a  finish  mill  and  a  down 
coiler  to  lower  a  strip  temperature  from  the  finish  temperature  to  the  reeling  temperature.  However,  a  cooling  rate  is  lim- 
ited,  so  that  a  longer  hot  run  table  is  required  for  a  greater  rolling  speed.  According  to  the  embodiments  of  the  present 
invention,  since  a  low-speed  rolling  is  possible,  a  hot  run  table  can  be  shortened  correspondingly  and  hence  an  entire 
plant  length  can  be  reduced.  Further,  the  conventional  reeling  device  is  usually  constructed  to  reel  up  a  strip  by  pressing 
it  around  a  drum,  called  as  a  down  coiler,  by  means  of  three  or  four  wrapper  rollers.  However,  a  subsequent  coil  strip  is 
caused  to  impact  against  the  wrapper  rollers  at  a  step  formed  by  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  strip,  thereby  producing 
marks  and  lowering  the  yield.  While  a  method  of  jumping  the  wrapper  rollers  at  such  a  step  has  recently  been  employed 
to  overcome  the  above  problem,  the  method  requires  a  complexed  mechanism  and  the  equipment  at  this  part  still 
requires  the  safest  maintenance  all  over  the  hot  mill  plant.  In  the  embodiments  of  the  present  invention,  a  chain  type 
belt  wrapper  is  employed  as  the  down  coiler  by  utilizing  the  characterized  features  of  low-speed  rolling,  i.e.,  low-speed 
reeling,  with  the  resultant  improvements  in  the  yield  and  safety  in  maintenance  and  also  remarkable  reduction  in  the 
equipment  cost. 

As  described  above,  the  present  invention  can  provide  a  hot  strip  rolling  mill  system  and  method  by  which  small- 
scale  production  of  hot  strips  can  be  realized  with  a  compact  structure  of  equipment. 

Claims 

1  .  Hot  rolling  mill  system  comprising 

at  least  one  rough  rolling  mill  (3  to  5)  and 
a  finishing  rolling  mill  train  (23)  including  in  an  upstream  stage  at  least  one  rolling  mill  (12,  13)  and  in  a  down- 
stream  stage  a  plurality  of  four-  or  six-high  rolling  mill  (14  to  16) 
characterized  in  that 
the  work  rolls  (35,  36)  of  the  four-  or  six-high  rolling  mills  (14  to  16)  in  the  downstream  stage  of  the  finishing 
rolling  mill  train  (23)  have  a  diameter  of  not  more  than  450  mm,  and  are  indirectly  driven  by  the  supporting  rolls 
(33,  34)  of  said  four-  or  six-high  rolling  mills  (14  to  16) 
offset  devices  (37  to  40)  are  provided  for  offsetting  the  small  diameter  work  rolls  (35,  36)  in  the  rolling  direction 
and 
thinning  means  (12,  13;  28)  are  provided  in  the  up-stream  stage  of  the  rolling  mills  (14  to  16)  of  the  small  diam- 
eter  work  rolls  (35,  36)  for  thinning  the  rough  rolled  hot  slab  (88)  to  a  biting  thickness  of  the  following  work  rolls 
(35,  36)  of  not  more  than  450  mm  diameter. 

2.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 
characterized  in  that 
said  thinning  means  comprises  at  least  one  rolling  mill  (12,  13;  24,  25)  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  finish  rolling 
mill  train  (23),  which  has  word  rolls  of  a  large  diameter  not  less  than  450  mm  and  is  directly  or  indirectly  driven 
through  supporting  rolls. 
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3.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 
characterized  in  that 
said  thinning  means  comprises  the  rolling  mill  (14)  disposed  most  upstream  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23),  which 
is  so  constructed  as  to  be  able  to  thin  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material. 

5 
4.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 

characterized  in  that 
said  thinning  means  comprises  an  end  thinning  device  (28)  for  thinning  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material 
(88),  which  is  provided  on  an  entry  side  of  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23). 

10 
5.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 

characterized  in  that 
said  thinning  means  comprises  at  least  one  two-high  mill  (26,  27)  having  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  of  a  large  diam- 
eter  not  less  than  450  mm  which  are  directly  driven  and  crossed  each  other  to  change  a  roll-to-roll  gap. 

15 
6.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  one  of  the  claims  1  to  5,  characterized  in  that  said  offset  device  (37  to  40)  have 

offset  amount  adjusting  means  for  adjusting  an  offset  amount  depending  on  rolling  conditions. 

7.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  6,  characterized  in  that 
20  the  work  rolls  (43,  44)  or  the  intermediate  rolls  (45,  46),  of  the  four-  or  six  high  rolling  mills  (14  to  16)  are  each 

provided  with  a  roll  bending  device  for  adjusting  a  flexure  of  the  associated  roll  and  changing  strip  crown. 

8.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  6,  characterized  in  that 
in  the  rolling  mill  having  the  indirectly  driven  work  rolls  (60,  61)  of  a  diameter  of  not  more  than  450  mm  pairs 

25  of  said  work  rolls  and  said  back-up  rolls  (60,  62;  61  ,  63),  or  pairs  of  said  work  rolls,  said  intermediate  rolls  and  said 
back-up  rolls  are  crossed  each  other  for  varying  a  profile  of  the  roll-to-roll  gap  and  changing  the  strip  crown. 

9.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  6,  characterized  in  that 
in  the  rolling  mill  having  the,  indirectly  driven  work  rolls  (64,  65;  70,  71)  of  a  diameter  said  work  rolls  (70,  71) 

30  or  said  intermediate  rolls  (66,  67)  or  said  back-up  rolls,  or  said  work  rolls  and  said  back-up  rolls  are  formed  to  have 
curved  surfaces  asymmetrical  about  the  pass  center  of  said  mill,  but  symmetrical  about  a  point  in  the  vertical  direc- 
tion,  and  said  rolls  (66,  67;  70,  71)  are  movable  in  a  roll  axial  direction  for  varying  a  profile  of  the  roll-to-roll  gap. 

10.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  6,  characterized  in  that 
35  in  the  rolling  mill  having  the  indirectly  driven  work  rolls  (74,  75)  of  the  diameter  <  450  mm  said  work  rolls  (74, 

75)  are  movable  in  a  roll  axial  direction  for  dispersing  wears  of  said  rolls  due  to  rolling  so  that  variations  in  the  roll- 
to-roll  gap  due  to  wears  is  made  small. 

11.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  6,  characterized  in  that 
40  in  the  6-high  rolling  mill  having  the  indirectly  driven  work  rolls  of  the  diameter  <  450  mm  the  intermediate  rolls 

(45,  46)  are  movable  in  a  roll  axial  direction,  in  addition,  said  work  rolls  (43,  44)  or  said  intermediate  rolls  or  both 
said  work  rolls  and  said  intermediate  rolls  are  each  provided  with  a  roll  bending  device  for  adjusting  a  flexure  of  the 
corresponding  roll  and  changing  strip  crown. 

45  12.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  5,  characterized  in  that 
the  rolling  mill  having  the  work  rolls  (80,  81)  indirectly  driven  by  back-up  rolls  (82  to  84)  or  intermediate  rolls 

is  a  cluster  mill  in  which  each  work  roll  (80;  81)  is  supported  by  a  plurality  of  back-up  rolls  (82,  83;  84,  85). 

13.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  12,  characterized  in  that 
so  high-speed  steel  rolls  are  used  as  the  work  rolls  of  at  least  one  of  the  mills  constituting  said  hot  finish  rolling 

mill  train. 

14.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  5,  characterized  in  that 
at  least  one  of  the  mills  constituting  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  is  provided  with  a  roll  grinder. 

55 
15.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  characterized  in  that 

said  rough  rolling  mill  is  a  2-high  twin  mill  (86)  having  two  sets  of  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  incorporated  in 
one  roll  housing. 

17 
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16.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  characterized  in  that 
said  rough  rolling  mill  is  a  2-high  twin  crossing  mill  (86)  having  two  sets  of  upper  and  lower  work  rolls  incor- 

porated  in  one  roll  housing  and  each  pair  of  said  work  rolls  are  crossed  each  other. 

17.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  characterized  in  that 
said  rough  rolling  mill  is  provided  with  a  roll  grinder. 

18.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  characterized  in  that 
a  reeling/unreeling  coiler  (9)  including  a  heat  keeping  cover  (128)  is  provided  on  the  entry  side  of  said  hot 

finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  for  once  reeling  a  bar  rolled  by  said  rough  rolling  mill. 

19.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  18,  characterized  in  that 
said  heat  keeping  cover  (1  29)  includes  a  heater  for  preventing  temperature  drop  of  said  bar. 

20.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claims  1  ,  characterized  in  that 
a  descaling  device  including  bending  rolls  (106)  is  provided  on  the  entry  side  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill 

train  (23),  said  bending  rolls  (106)  serving  to  bend  said  bar  and  cause  cracks  in  scale  on  the  bar  surface  for 
mechanically  removing  the  scale. 

21  .  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  ,  characterized  in  that 
a  disk  type  grinder  (1  1  7)  or  a  brush  roll  (1  18)  is  provided  on  the  entry  side  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train 

(23)  for  mechanically  removing  scale  from  the  bar  surface. 

22.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  20  or  21  ,  characterized  in  that 
said  means  for  mechanically  removing  scale  on  the  bar  surface  is  combined  with  a  descaler  operable  with 

water  jet. 

23.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  ,  characterized  in  that 
a  reeling/unreeling  device  (9,  1  0)  and  a  descaler  are  disposed  on  the  entry  side  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill 

train  (23),  and  an  induction  bar  heater  (121)  or  an  edge  heater  is  disposed  between  said  reeling/unreeling  device 
and  said  descaler. 

24.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  ,  characterized  in  that 
a  stationary  tension  measuring  rolls  (124)  is  disposed  between  every  two  mills  (1  to  16)  of  the  hot  finish  roll- 

ing  mill  train  (23). 

25.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  ,  characterized  in  that 
the  mills  of  the  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  are  each  provided  with  chock  chattering  restraining  devices 

(125  to  127)  which  restrains  the  associated  roll  chock  in  a  rolling  direction. 

26.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 
characterized  in  that 

the  thinning  means  are  the  mill  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  capable 
of  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  said  hot  material  (88)  and  the  hydraulic  pressing  device  (99  to  101)  which  is 
used  for  normal  rolling. 

27.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1 
characterized  in  that 

the  thinning  means  are  the  mill  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  capable 
of  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  said  hot  material  by  a  hydraulic  pressing  device  (99  to  101)  provided  sepa- 
rately  from  a  pressing  device  (102)  which  is  used  for  normal  rolling. 

28.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 
characterized  in  that 

the  thinning  means  (28)  includes  a  housing  (31)  in  which  a  pair  of  upper  and  lower  non-rotating  rolls  (29,  30) 
and  a  cylinder  (32)  for  applying  a  load  to  said  rolls  are  disposed 

29.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 

18 
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characterized  in  that 
a  coiler  for  reeling  up  the  bar  is  disposed  on  at  lease  one  of  the  entry  and  delivery  sides  of  the  end  thinning 

device  which  is  disposed  on  the  entry  side  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  and  an  end  portion  of  said  coiled  bar 
is  thinned  by  said  end  thinning  device. 

30.  Hot  rolling  mill  system  according  to  claim  1  , 
characterized  in  that 
said  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  includes  5  or  less  finish  rolling  mills  (12-16;  24,  25,  14-16;  26,  27,  14-16)  in  total, 
and  two  or  three  (14-16)  of  said  finish  rolling  mills  have  the  small-diameter  work  rolls. 

31  .  A  hot  rolling  method  using  a  hot  rolling  mill  system  in  which  a  hot  slab  will  be  rolled  in  at  least  one  rough  rolling  mill 
(3-6)  and  afterwards,  in  a  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23)  including  a  plurality  of  four-  or  six-high  rolling  mills  (24,  25,  1  4- 
16) 
characterized  by  the  steps  of: 

said  four-  or  six-high  rolling  mills  (14-16)  in  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23),  each  having  work  rolls  (35,  36;  43, 
44;  60,  61;  64,  65;  70,  71;  74,  75;  80,  81)  of  a  small  diameter  not  more  than  450  mm  are  indirectly  driven 
through  their  associated  back-up  (33,  34;  47,  48;  62;  63;  68,  69;  72,  73;  78,  79;  82-85)  or  intermediate  rolls  (45, 
46;  66,  67), 
thinning  a  leading  end  portion  of  the  rough-rolled  hot  slab,  and 
rolling  the  thinned  hot  material  by  the  finish  rolling  mills  (14-16)  of  the  small-diameter  work  rolls  with  a  strong 
draft  and  a  low  speed. 

32.  Rolling  method  according  to  claim  31  , 
characterized  in  that 
said  step  of  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  the  hot  material  is  carried  out  by  a  rolling  mill  (14;  24,  25;  26,  27) 
disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  the  finish  rolling  mill  train  (23). 

33.  Rolling  method  according  to  claim  32, 
characterized  in  that 
the  step  of  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  said  hot  material  by  said  mill  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  said 
hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  comprises  opening  a  roll  gap  of  said  mill  disposed  in  the  upstream  stage  of  said  hot  finish 
rolling  mill  train  to  such  an  extent  as  to  be  larger  than  a  thickness  of  said  hot  material,  passing  said  material  through 
roll  biting  portions,  stopping  said  strip  at  a  position  before  the  material  is  bitten  into  a  subsequent  mill,  and  with- 
drawing  said  material  to  the  entry  side  of  said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train  while  said  roll  gap  is  closed  or  a  certain 
amount  of  draft  is  applied,  thereby  thinning  the  leading  end  portion  of  said  material. 

34.  Rolling  method  according  to  claim  33,  characterized  in  that  when  said  hot  material  is  withdrawn  to  the  entry  side  of 
said  hot  finish  rolling  mill  train,  an  offset  of  the  work  rolls  of  said  upstream  finish  rolling  mill  is  changed  over  to  the 
entry  side. 

Patentanspruche 

1  .  Warmwalzsystem  mit 

mindestens  einem  Vorwalzgeriist  (3  -  5)  und 
einem  Fertigwalzgeriistzug  (23),  der  in  einem  einlaufseitigen  Abschnitt  zumindest  ein  Walzgeriist  (12,  13)  und 
in  einem  auslaufseitigen  Abschnitt  mehrere  Vier-  oder  Sechswalzenhochgeriiste  (14-16)  enthalt, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB 
die  Arbeitswalzen  (35,  36)  der  Vier-  oder  Sechswalzenhochgeriiste  (14  -  16)  in  dem  auslaufseitigen  Abschnitt 
des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  einen  Durchmesser  von  nicht  mehr  als  450  mm  haben  und  durch  Tragwalzen 
(33,  34)  der  Vier-  oder  Sechswalzenhochgeriiste  (14-16)  indirekt  angetrieben  sind, 
Einrichtungen  (37  -  40)  zum  Versetzen  der  schlanken  Arbeitswalzen  (35,  36)  in  der  Walzrichtung  vorgesehen 
sind  und 
im  einlaufseitigen  Abschnitt  der  Walzgeriiste  (14-16)  mit  den  schlanken  Arbeitswalzen  (35,  36)  Dickenredu- 
ziereinrichtungen  (12,  13;  28)  zum  Verdiinnen  des  vorgewalzten  Warmbandes  (88)  auf  die  Einziehdicke  der 
folgenden  Arbeitswalzen  (35,  36)  von  nicht  mehr  als  400  mm  Durchmesser  vorgesehen  sind. 
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2.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dickenreduziereinrichtungen  mindestens 
ein  Walzgertist  (12,  13;  24,  25)  im  einlaufseitigen  Abschnitt  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  enthalten,  dessen  Arbeits- 
walzen  einen  groBen  Durchmesser  von  nicht  weniger  als  450  mm  haben  und  direkt  oder  indirekt  uber  die  Tragwal- 
zen  angetrieben  sind. 

5 
3.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dickenreduziereinrichtungen  ein  am  Einlauf 

in  den  Fertigwalzgeriistzug  (23)  angeordnetes  Walzgertist  (14)  aufweist,  das  zum  Verdiinnen  des  Einlaufendteiles 
des  Warmgutes  konzipiert  ist. 

10  4.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dichenreduziereinrichtung  ein  Enddiin- 
nungsgerat  (28)  zum  Diinnen  des  Einlaufendteiles  des  Warmgutes  (28)  enthalt,  das  an  der  Einlaufseite  des  Fertig- 
walzgeriistzuges  (23)  angeordnet  ist. 

5.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dichenreduziereinrichtung  zumindest  ein 
15  Duo-Geriist  (26,  27)  mit  oberer  und  unterer  Arbeitswalze  groBen  Durchmessers  von  nicht  weniger  als  450  mm  auf- 

weist,  die  direkt  angetrieben  und  gegeneinander  zur  Anderung  des  Walzenspaltes  gekreuzt  sind. 

6.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  5,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Versetzeinrichtung  (37  - 
40)  Einstellmittel  zum  Einstellen  des  Versetzbetrages  in  Abhangigkeit  von  den  Walzbedingungen  aufweist. 

20 
7.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  6,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Arbeitswalzen  (43,  44) 

oder  die  Zwischenwalzen  (45,  46)  der  Vier-  oder  Sechswalzenhochgeriiste  (14-16)  jeweils  mit  Walzenbiegeein- 
richtungen  zum  Einstellen  der  Durchbiegung  der  zugehorigen  Walze  und  Andern  der  Bandballigkeit  versehen  sind. 

25  8.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  6,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  in  den  Walzgeriisten  mit  den 
indirekt  angetriebenen  Arbeitswalzen  (60,  61)  eines  Durchmessers  von  nicht  mehr  als  450  mm  Paare  dieser 
Arbeitswalzen  und  dieser  Stiitzwalzen  (60,  62;  61,  63)  oder  Paare  dieser  Arbeitswalzen,  dieser  Zwischenwalzen 
und  dieser  Stiitzwalzen  zum  Verandern  eines  Prof  ils  des  Walzen  zu-Walzen-Spaltes  und  der  Bandballigkeit  gegen- 
einander  gekreuzt  sind. 

30 
9.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  6,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  in  dem  Walzgertist  mit  den 

indirekt  angetriebenen  Arbeitswalzen  (64,  65;  70,  71)  diese  Arbeitswalzen  (70,  71)  oder  die  Zwischenwalzen  (66, 
67)  oder  diese  Stiitzwalzen  oder  diese  Arbeitswalzen  und  diese  Stiitzwalzen  mit  asymmetrisch  zum  Durchlaufzen- 
ter  des  Walzgeriistes  aber  symmetrisch  urn  einen  Punkt  in  der  Vertikalrichtung  bogenformigen  Mantelflachen  ver- 

35  sehen  sind  und  diese  Walzen  (66,  67;  70,  71)  in  ihrer  Axialrichtung  zur  Anderung  des  Prof  ils  des  Walzen-zu- 
Walzen-Spaltes  bewegbar  sind. 

10.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  6,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  in  dem  Walzgertist  mit  den 
indirekt  angetriebenen  Arbeitswalzen  (74,  75)  des  Durchmessers  <  450  mm  diese  Arbeitswalzen  (74,  75)  zur  Ver- 

40  teilung  des  VerschleiBes  dieser  Walzen  durch  den  Walzbetrieb  in  ihrer  Axialrichtung  beweglich  sind,  so  daB  ver- 
schleiBbedingte  Anderungen  im  Walzen-zu-Walzen-Spalt  klein  bleiben. 

11.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  6,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  in  dem  Sechswalzenhochge- 
riist  mit  den  indirekt  angetriebenen  Arbeitswalzen  eines  Durchmessers  <  450  mm  die  Zwischenwalzen  (45,  46)  in 

45  ihrer  Axialrichtung  beweglich  sind  und  zusatzlich  die  Arbeitswalzen  (43,  44)  oder  diese  Zwischenwalzen  oder  diese 
Arbeitswalzen  und  diese  Zwischenwalzen  jeweils  mit  Walzenbiegeeinrichtungen  zum  Einstellen  der  Durchbiegung 
der  entsprechenden  Walze  und  zum  Andern  der  Bandballigkeit  versehen  sind. 

12.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  5,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  das  Walzgertist  mit  den  indi- 
50  rekt  von  den  Stiitzwalzen  (82  -  84)  oder  von  den  Zwischenwalzen  angetriebenen  Arbeitswalzen  (80,  81)  ein  Clu- 

stergertist  ist,  in  welchem  jede  Arbeitswalze  (80;  81)  von  mehreren  Stiitzwalzen  (82,  83;  84,  85)  abgesttitzt  ist. 

13.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  12,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  Hochgeschwindigkeitsstahl- 
walzen  als  Arbeitswalzen  zumindest  eines  Walzgeriistes  verwendet  werden,  das  den  Fertigwalzgeriistzug  bildet. 

55 
14.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  5,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  zumindest  eine  der  den  Fer- 

tigwalzgerust  zu  bildenden  Walzgeriistes  mit  einem  Walzenschleifer  versehen  ist. 
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15.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  das  Vorwalzgeriist  ein  Duo-Doppelgeriist  (86) 
mit  in  einem  Walzgehause  untergebrachten  zwei  Satzen  von  oberen  und  unteren  Arbeitswalzen  ist. 

16.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  das  Vorwalzgeriist  ein  Duo-Doppelkreuzgeriist 
(86)  mit  in  einem  Gehause  untergebrachten  zwei  Satzen  von  oberen  und  unteren  Arbeitswalzen,  von  denen  jedes 
Paar  dieser  Arbeitswalzen  gegeneinander  gekreuzt  angeordnet  ist. 

17.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  das  Vorwalzgeriist  mit  einem  Walzenschleifer 
versehen  ist. 

18.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  ein  mit  einem  Warmhaltedeckel  (128)  versehe- 
ner  Aufund  Abspuler  (9)  an  der  Einlaufseite  des  Warmfertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  zum  Aufspulen  eines  im  Vorwalz- 
geriist  gewalzten  Stabes  angeordnet  ist. 

19.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  18,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  dieser  Warmhaltedeckel  (129)  eine  Heizvor- 
richtung  enthalt,  die  eine  Temperaturabsenkung  dieses  Stabes  verhindert. 

20.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  eine  Entzunderungsvorrichtung  mit  Biegerollen 
(106)  an  der  Einlaufseite  des  Warmfertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  vorgesehen  ist,  deren  Biegerollen  (1  06)  zum  Biegen 
der  Stange  und  zum  Erzeugen  von  Zunderbriichen  an  der  Stangenoberflache  zum  mechanischen  Entfernen  des 
Zunders  dienen. 

21  .  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  ein  Scheibenschleifer  (1  1  7)  oder  eine  Biirsten- 
rolle  (118)  an  der  Einlaufseite  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  zum  mechanischen  Entzundern  der  Stangenflachen 
vorgesehen  ist. 

22.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  20  oder  21,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Mittel  zum  mechanischen  Entfer- 
nen  des  Zunders  von  der  Staboberflache  mit  einem  Wasserstrahlentzunderer  kombiniert  sind. 

23.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  eine  Auf-  und  Abspulvorrichtung  (9,  10)  und  ein 
Entzunderer  an  der  einen  Laufseite  des  Warmfertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  sowie  ein  Induktionsstabheizer  (121) 
oder  ein  Kantenheizer  zwischen  der  Auf/Abspuleinrichtung  und  dem  Entzunderer  angeordnet  sind. 

24.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  eine  stationare  SpannungsmeBrolle  (124)  zwi- 
schen  je  zwei  Walzgeriisten  (1  -  16)  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  angeordnet  ist. 

25.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Walzen  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23) 
jeweils  mit  Riickhaltevorrichtungen  (125  -  127)  versehen  sind,  welche  die  zugehorigen  Einbaustiicke  in  Walzrich- 
tung  zuriickhalten. 

26.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dickenreduziereinrichtungen  von  dem  im 
Einlaufabschnitt  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  angeordneten  Walzgertist  zum  Diinnen  des  einlaufenden  Endtei- 
les  des  Warmguts  (88)  und  von  der  hydraulischen  PreBvorrichtung  (99  -  101)  gebildet  sind,  die  fur  den  normalen 
Walzbetrieb  verwendet  wird. 

27.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dickenreduziereinrichtung  das  im  einlauf- 
seitigen  Abschnitt  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  zum  Diinnen  des  einlaufenden  Endteils  des  Warmgutes  durch 
eine  hydraulische  PreBvorrichtung  (99-s  101)  ist,  die  von  einer  PreBvorrichtung  (102)  fur  den  normalen  Walzbe- 
trieb  separat  angeordnet  ist. 

28.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Dickenreduziereinrichtung  (28)  ein 
Gehause  (31)  aufweist,  indem  ein  Paar  von  oberen  und  unteren  drehfesten  Rollen  (29,  30)  sowie  ein  Zylinder  (32) 
zum  Aufbringen  einer  Last  auf  diese  Rollen  angeordnet  sind. 

29.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  ein  Spuler  zum  Aufspulen  des  Walzguts  an 
zumindest  einer  der  Einlauf-  und  der  Auslaufseiten  der  an  der  Einlaufseite  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  angeordne- 
ten  Dickenreduziereinrichtung  vorgesehen  ist,  wobei  der  Endteil  des  aufgespulten  Warmbandes  durch  diese  end- 
seitige  Dickenreduziereinrichtung  gedunnt  wird. 
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30.  Warmwalzsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  der  Fertigwalzgeriistzug  (23)  fiinf  oder  weniger 
Fertigwalzgeriiste  (12-16;  24,  25,  14  -  16;  26,  27,  14  -  16)  insgesamt  und  zwei  oderdrei  der  Fertigwalzgeriiste  (14 
-  1  6)  mit  den  schlanken  Arbeitswalzen  aufweist. 

31  .  Warmwalzverfahren  unter  Verwendung  eines  Warmwalzsystems,  in  welchem  ein  Warmband  in  zumindest  einem 
Vorwalzgeriist  (3  -  6)  und  danach  in  einem  Fertigwalzgeriistzug  mit  mehreren  Vier-  oder  Sechswalzenhochgerii- 
sten  (24,  25,  14  -  16)  gewalzt  wird,  gekennzeichnet  durch  die  Stufen, 

die  Vier-  oder  Sechswalzenhochgeriiste  (14  -  16)  in  dem  Fertigwalzgeriistzug  (23)  mit  jeweils  Arbeitswalzen 
(35,  36;  43,  44;  60,  61  ;  64,  65;  70,  71  ;  74,  75;  80,  81)  mit  geringem  Durchmesser  von  nicht  mehr  als  450  mm 
werden  indirekt  durch  ihre  zugehorige  Stiitzwalze  (33,  34;  47,  48;  62,  63;  68,  69;  72,  73;  78,  79;  82  -  85)  oder 
die  Zwischenwalzen  (45,  46;  66,  67)  angetrieben 
der  einlaufende  Endteil  des  vorgewalzten  Warmbandes  wird  verdiinnt  und 
das  verdiinnte  Warmgut  wird  durch  die  Fertiggeriiste  (14-16)  mit  den  schlanken  Arbeitswalzen  bei  hohem  Zug 
und  geringer  Geschwindigkeit  gewalzt. 

32.  Walzverfahren  nach  Anspruch  31  ,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Stufe  der  Verdiinnung  des  einlaufenden  End- 
teiles  des  Warmguts  durch  ein  Walzgertist  (1  4;  24,  25;  26,  27)  ausgefiihrt  wird,  das  im  einlaufseitigen  Abschnitt  des 
Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  (23)  angeorndet  ist. 

33.  Walzverfahren  nach  Anspruch  32,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Stufe  der  Verdiinnung  des  einlaufseitigen 
Endteiles  des  Warmgutes  durch  die  im  einlaufseitigen  Abschnitt  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  angeordnetes  Walzge- 
rtist  ein  Offnen  des  Walzspaltes  dieses  im  einlaufseitigen  Abschnitt  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  angeordneten 
Walzgeriistes  bis  auf  einen  groBeren  Wert  als  die  Dicke  des  Warmgutes,  Passieren  des  Warmgutes  durch  den 
Walzeneinzugsteil,  Anhalten  des  Bandes  in  einer  Position  bevor  das  Warmgut  in  einem  nachfolgenden  Gertist  ein- 
gezogen  wird,  und  Herausziehen  des  Warmgutes  zur  Einlaufseite  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzuges  erfolgt,  wobei  der 
Walzspalt  geschlossen  oder  eine  bestimmte  Zugkraft  aufgebracht  wird,  urn  damit  den  einlaufenden  Endteil  dieses 
Walzgutes  zu  verdtinnen. 

34.  Walzverfahren  nach  Anspruch  33,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  eine  Versetzung  der  Arbeitswalzen  der  einlaufsei- 
tigen  Fertiggeriiste  zur  Einlaufseite  hin  geandert  wird,  wenn  das  Warmgut  zur  Einlaufseite  des  Fertigwalzgeriistzu- 
ges  riickgezogen  wird. 

Revendications 

1  .  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  comprenant  : 

au  moins  un  laminoir  d'ebauche  (3  a  5);  et 
un  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23)  comprenant,  dans  un  etage  amont,  au  moins  un  laminoir  (12,  13)  et  dans 
un  etage  aval,  une  pluralite  de  laminoirs  a  quatre  ou  six  cylindres  (14  a  16); 

caracterise  en  ce  que  : 
les  cylindres  de  travail  (35,  36)  des  laminoirs  a  quatre  ou  six  cylindres  (14  a  16)  dans  I'etage  aval  du  train  de 
laminoir  de  finition  (23)  ont  un  diametre  ne  depassant  pas  450  mm  et  sont  entrames,  de  fagon  indirecte,  par 
les  cylindres  de  support  (33,  34)  desdits  laminoirs  a  quatre  ou  six  cylindres  (14  a  16); 
des  dispositifs  de  decalage  (37  a  40)  sont  prevus  pour  decaler  les  cylindres  de  travail  de  petit  diametre  (35, 
36)  dans  la  direction  de  laminage  ;  et 
des  moyens  d'amincissement  (1  2,  1  3;  28)  sont  prevus  dans  I'etage  amont  des  laminoirs  (1  4  a  1  6)  des  cylindres 
de  travail  de  petit  diametre  (35,  36)  pour  amincir  la  brame  degrossie  a  chaud  (88)  a  une  epaisseur  de  prise  des 
cylindres  de  travail  suivants  (35,  36)  ne  depassant  pas  450  mm  de  diametre. 

2.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  d'amincissement  com- 
prend  au  moins  un  laminoir  (12,  13;  24,  25)  dans  I'etage  amont  du  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23),  possedant  des 
cylindres  de  travail  d'un  grand  diametre  non  inferieur  a  450  mm,  et  est  entrame,  de  fagon  directe  ou  indirecte,  via 
les  cylindres  de  support. 

3.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  d'amincissement  com- 
prend  le  laminoir  (14)  dispose  le  plus  en  amont  dans  le  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23)  qui  est  constitue  de  fagon 
a  pouvoir  amincir  une  partie  d'extremite  avant  du  materiau  chaud. 
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4.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  d'amincissement  com- 
prend  un  dispositif  d'amincissement  d'extremite  (28)  pour  amincir  une  partie  d'extremite  avant  du  materiau  chaud 
(88),  moyen  prevu  sur  un  cote  d'entree  du  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23). 

5  5.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  d'amincissement  com- 
prend  au  moins  un  laminoir  duo  (26,  27)  possedant  des  cylindres  de  travail  superieur  et  inferieur  d'un  grand  dia- 
metre  non  inferieur  a  450  mm  qui  sont  directement  entrames  et  se  croisent  afin  de  modifier  un  intervalle  entre 
cylindres. 

10  6.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  5,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  dispo- 
sitif  de  decalage  (37  a  40)  possede  un  moyen  de  reglage  de  la  valeur  de  decalage  afin  de  regler  une  valeur  de 
decalage  selon  les  conditions  de  laminage. 

7.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  6,  caracterise  en  ce  que  les  cylindres 
15  de  travail  (43,  44)  ou  les  cylindres  intermediates  (45,  46)  des  laminoirs  a  quatre  ou  six  cylindres  (14  a  16)  sont 

munis  chacun  d'un  dispositif  de  cambrage  de  cylindre  pour  le  reglage  d'une  flexion  du  cylindre  associe  et  pour  une 
modification  du  cambrage  de  feuillard. 

8.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  6,  caracterise  en  ce  que,  dans  le 
20  laminoir  possedant  des  cylindres  de  travail  (60,  61)  entrames,  de  fagon  indirecte,  d'un  diametre  ne  depassant  pas 

450  mm,  des  paires  desdits  cylindres  de  travail  et  desdits  cylindres  d'appui  (60,  62;  61  ,  63)  ou  des  paires  desdits 
cylindres  de  travail,  desdits  cylindres  intermediaires  et  desdits  cylindres  d'appui  sont  croisees  pour  faire  varier  un 
profil  de  I'intervalle  entre  cylindres  et  pour  modifier  le  cambrage  de  feuillard. 

25  9.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  6,  caracterise  en  ce  que,  dans  le 
laminoir  possedant  les  cylindres  de  travail  entrames  de  fagon  indirecte  (64,  65;  70,  71)  d'un  diametre,  lesdits  cylin- 
dres  de  travail  (70,  71)  ou  lesdits  cylindres  intermediaires  (66,  67)  ou  lesdits  cylindres  d'appui,  ou  lesdits  cylindres 
de  travail  et  lesdits  cylindres  d'appui  sont  formes  de  fagon  a  presenter  des  surfaces  courbes  asymetriques  selon  le 
centre  de  passage  dudit  laminoir  mais  symetriques  selon  un  point  dans  la  direction  verticale,  et  lesdits  cylindres 

30  (66,  67;  70,  71)  sont  mobiles  dans  une  direction  axiale  de  cylindre  pour  faire  varier  un  profil  de  I'intervalle  entre 
cylindres. 

10.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  6,  caracterise  en  ce  que,  dans  le 
laminoir  possedant  les  cylindres  de  travail  (74,  75)  entrames,  de  fagon  indirecte,  d'un  diametre  <  450  mm,  lesdits 

35  cylindres  de  travail  (74,  75)  sont  mobiles  dans  une  direction  axiale  de  cylindre  afin  de  repartir  I'usure  desdits  cylin- 
dres  due  au  laminage  de  fagon  a  minimiser  les  variations  de  I'intervalle  entre  cylindres  dues  a  I'usure. 

11.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  6,  caracterise  en  ce  que,  dans  le 
laminoir  a  six  cylindres  possedant  les  cylindres  de  travail  entrames,  de  fagon  indirecte,  d'un  diametre  <  450  mm, 

40  les  cylindres  intermediaires  (45,  46)  sont  mobiles  dans  une  direction  axiale  de  cylindre  et  de  plus,  lesdits  cylindres 
de  travail  (43,  44)  ou  lesdits  cylindres  intermediaires  ou  a  la  fois,  lesdits  cylindres  de  travail  et  lesdits  cylindres  inter- 
mediaires  sont  munis  chacun  d'un  dispositif  de  cambrage  de  cylindre  afin  de  regler  une  flexion  du  cylindre  corres- 
pondent  et  afin  de  modifier  un  cambrage  de  feuillard. 

45  12.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  5,  caracterise  en  ce  que  le  laminoir 
possedant  les  cylindres  de  travail  (80,  81)  entrames,  de  fagon  indirecte,  par  des  cylindres  d'appui  (82  a  84)  ou  par 
des  cylindres  intermediaires  est  un  laminoir  a  cylindres  multiples  dans  lequel  chaque  cylindre  de  travail  (80;  81)  est 
supporte  par  une  pluralite  de  cylindres  d'appui  (82,  83;  84,  85). 

so  13.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  12,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'on  utilise 
des  cylindres  en  acier  rapide  comme  cylindres  de  travail  d'au  moins  un  des  laminoirs  constituant  ledit  train  de  lami- 
noir  de  finition  a  chaud. 

14.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  5,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'au  moins  un 
55  des  laminoirs  constituant  ledit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud  (23)  est  muni  d'un  broyeur  a  cylindres. 

1  5.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  laminoir  d'ebauche  est  un  lami- 
noir  jumele  duo  (86)  possedant  deux  ensembles  de  cylindres  de  travail  superieurs  et  inferieurs  incorpores  dans 
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une  cage  de  cylindres. 

1  6.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  laminoir  d'ebauche  est  un  lami- 
noir  croise  jumele  duo  (86)  possedant  deux  ensembles  de  cylindres  de  travail  superieurs  et  inferieurs  incorpores 
dans  une  cage  de  cylindres  et  lesdits  cylindres  de  travail  sont  croises  dans  chaque  paire. 

1  7.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  laminoir  d'ebauche  est  muni  de 
broyeur  a  cylindres. 

18.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'une  bobineuse  d'enroulement/derou- 
lement  (9)  comprenant  un  couvercle  isotherme  (128)  est  prevue  sur  le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  fini- 
tion  a  chaud  (23)  pour  dresser/lisser  une  fois  une  barre  laminee  par  ledit  laminoir  d'ebauche. 

19.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  18,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  couvercle  isotherme  (129) 
comprend  un  moyen  de  chauffage  pour  empecher  une  chute  de  temperature  de  ladite  barre. 

20.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'un  dispositif  de  decalaminage  com- 
prenant  des  cylindres  de  cambrage  (106)  est  prevu  sur  le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud 
(23),  lesdits  cylindres  de  cambrage  (106)  servant  a  courber  ladite  barre  et  a  provoquer  des  fissures  dans  la  cala- 
mine  sur  la  surface  de  la  barre  pour  enlever,  de  fagon  mecanique,  la  calamine. 

21  .  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'une  meule  du  type  a  disque  (1  1  0)  ou 
un  cylindre  a  brosse  (1  1  8)  est  prevu  sur  le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud  (23)  pour  enlever, 
de  fagon  mecanique,  la  calamine  de  la  surface  de  la  barre. 

22.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  20  ou  21,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  d'enlevement 
mecanique  de  la  calamine  de  la  surface  de  la  barre  est  combine  avec  un  moyen  de  decalaminage  fonctionnant  par 
jet  d'eau. 

23.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'un  dispositif  d'enroulement/deroule- 
ment  (9,  10)  et  un  moyen  de  decalaminage  sont  disposes  sur  le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a 
chaud  (23)  et  un  moyen  de  chauffage  de  barre  par  induction  (121)  ou  un  chauffage  lateral  est  dispose  entre  ledit 
dispositif  d'enroulement/deroulement  et  ledit  moyen  de  decalaminage. 

24.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'un  cylindre  de  mesure  de  tension  sta- 
tique  (1  24)  est  place  entre  chaque  ensemble  de  deux  laminoirs  (1  a  1  6)  du  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud  (23). 

25.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  les  laminoirs  du  train  de  laminoir  de 
finition  a  chaud  (23)  sont  munis  chacun  d'un  dispositif  de  restriction  des  vibrations  d'empoise  (125  a  127)  retenant 
I'empoise  associee  de  cylindre  dans  une  direction  de  laminage. 

26.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  les  moyens  d'amincissement  sont 
constitues  par  le  laminoir  place  dans  I'etage  amont  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud  (23),  pouvant  amincir 
la  partie  d'extremite  avant  dudit  materiau  chaud  (88)  et  par  le  dispositif  de  pressage  hydraulique  (99  a  101)  qui  est 
utilise  pour  le  laminage  normal. 

27.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  les  moyens  d'amincissement  sont 
constitues  par  le  laminoir  place  dans  I'etage  en  amont  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud  (23),  pouvant  amin- 
cir  la  partie  d'extremite  avant  dudit  materiau  chaud  a  I'aide  d'un  dispositif  de  pressage  hydraulique  (99  a  1  01  )  prevu 
de  fagon  separee  d'un  dispositif  de  pressage  (102)  qui  est  utilise  pour  le  laminage  normal. 

28.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  le  moyen  d'amincissement  (28)  com- 
prend  un  logement  (31)  dans  lequel  sont  disposes  une  paire  de  cylindres  non  tournants  superieur  et  inferieur  (29, 
30)  et  un  cylindre  (32)  pour  I'application  d'une  charge  auxdits  cylindres. 

29.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'un  bobineur  pour  I'enroulement  de  la 
barre  est  dispose  la  mise  en  couronne  sur  au  moins  un  cote  parmi  les  cotes  d'entree  et  de  sortie  du  dispositif 
d'amincissement  d'extremite  qui  est  dispose  sur  le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud,  et  une 
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partie  d'extremite  de  ladite  barre  bobinee  en  couronne  est  amincie  par  ledit  dispositif  d'amincissement  d'extremite. 

30.  Dispositif  de  laminage  a  chaud  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23) 
comprend  5  laminoirs  de  finition  ou  moins  (1  2  a  1  6  ;  24,  25,  1  4  a  1  6  ;  26,  27,  1  4  a  1  6)  au  total  et  2  ou  3  (1  4  a  1  6) 
desdits  laminoirs  de  finition  possedent  les  cylindres  de  travail  de  petit  diametre. 

31  .  Procede  de  laminage  a  chaud  utilisant  un  dispositif  de  laminoir  a  chaud  dans  lequel  une  brame  chaude  sera  lami- 
nee  dans  au  moins  un  laminoir  d'ebauche  (3  a  6)  puis,  dans  un  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23)  comprenant  une 
pluralite  de  laminoirs  a  quatre  ou  six  cylindres  (24,  25,  14  a  16),  caracterise  par  les  etapes  suivantes  : 

lesdits  laminoirs  a  quatre  ou  six  cylindres  (14  a  16)  dans  le  train  de  laminoir  definition  (23),  possedant  chacun 
des  cylindres  de  travail  (35,  36  ;  43,  44  ;  60,  61  ;  64,  65  ;  70,  71  ;  74,  75  ;  80,  81)  d'un  petit  diametre  ne  depas- 
sant  pas  450  mm  sont  entrames,  de  fagon  indirecte,  par  leurs  cylindres  de  support  (33,  34  ;  47,  48  ;  62  ;  63  ; 
68,  69  ;  72,  73  ;  78,  79  ;  82  a  85)  ou  intermediaires  associes; 
I'amincissement  d'une  partie  d'extremite  avant  de  la  brame  degrossie  a  chaud;  et 
le  laminage  du  materiau  chaud  aminci  par  les  laminoirs  de  finition  (14  a1  6)  des  cylindres  de  travail  de  petit  dia- 
metre  avec  un  fort  etirement  et  une  faible  vitesse. 

32.  Procede  de  laminage  selon  la  revendication  31,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ladite  etape  d'amincissement  de  la  partie 
d'extremite  avant  du  materiau  chaud  est  effectuee  par  un  laminoir  (14;  24,  25;  26,  27)  dispose  dans  I'etage  amont 
du  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  (23). 

33.  Procede  de  laminage  selon  la  revendication  32,  caracterise  en  ce  que  I'etape  d'amincissement  de  la  partie  d'extre- 
mite  avant  dudit  materiau  chaud  par  ledit  laminoir  dispose  dans  I'etage  amont  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a 
chaud  comprend  I'ouverture  d'un  intervalle  entre  cylindres  dudit  laminoir  dispose  dans  I'etage  amont  dudit  train  de 
laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud  a  un  degre  tel  qu'il  depasse  une  epaisseur  dudit  materiau  chaud,  le  passage  dudit 
materiau  a  travers  les  parties  de  saisie  des  cylindres,  I'arret  de  ladite  bande  sur  une  position  avant  la  saisie  du 
materiau  par  un  laminoir  suivant,  et  I'extraction  dudit  materiau  vers  le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition 
a  chaud  tandis  que  ledit  intervalle  entre  cylindres  est  ferme  ou  une  certaine  valeur  d'etirage  est  appliquee,  amin- 
cissant  ainsi  la  partie  d'extremite  avant  dudit  materiau. 

34.  Procede  de  laminage  selon  la  revendication  33,  caracterise  en  ce  que,  lorsque  ledit  materiau  chaud  est  extrait  vers 
le  cote  d'entree  dudit  train  de  laminoir  de  finition  a  chaud,  un  decalage  des  cylindres  de  travail  dudit  laminoir  de 
finition  en  amont  est  commute  sur  le  cote  d'entree. 
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